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Anatomy of a split

ERNEST MANDF]I,

The decision of the Australian SWP
to brcak with the Fourth Intemational
will not surprise the majority of the
cadres of our movement. They had the
opportunity of studying the writings
and speeches of the delegates from this
organlsation during the intemational's
12th World Con$ess. They werc
able to see the extent to which the
thinking and sensibility of these
delegates were far removed from those
of revolutionary Marxist activists and
up to what point their loyalty to the
Fourth Intemational had laded.

The actual brcak had been care-
fully prepared for a long time -including through the holding of an
'education school' where Ttotsky's
writings were subjected to systematic
and malicious criticism. The formal
break declared by the SWP National
Committee on August 1?, 198b,
is only the public recognition of this.

Besides. one just has to examine
the reasons for the dft given in the
report of Doug Lorimer to that Na-
tional Commitree (1) to see rhat it is a
question of pure formality. Since if
these reasons were valid - in particular
the argument that the edstence of
the Fourth Intemational is supposedly
an obstacle to 'linking up with the new
revolutionary leaderships' of Cuba,
Nicangua and the Philippines - then
they should have been just as valid in
1982 as in 1985. The decisior to brcak
no., with the Fourth Internalional
has nothing principled or program-
matic about it, It is for purcly tacti-
cal and organisational reasons.

In fact, as no 'link up' with the
Cuban leadeNhip is in sight whether
the Australian SWP is inside or out-
side the Fourth International, the
expressiofl used in reality adds up to
the much more modest hope of deep-
enilg collaboration with that leader-
ship. Fu hermore, irl this respect the
SWP's membership of the Fourth
Intemational, far from being an obst-
acle, has been a source for undeEtand-
ing and getting practically involved
in the vast movement of intemational
solidarity wil,h rcvolutions unfolding
throughout the world. It is the Fourth

Intfmational - more than any other
current of the intemational workerc'
movement - which has animated
huge, successive solidarity movements
with the Algefian, Vietnamese and
Cuban revolutions. Its role in inter-
national solidadty with the Central
Amedcan revolution and the struggle
of the Kanak people is just as active.
We act - and will continue to act -in the same way in relation to the
solidarity movement with the South
African masses'freedom struggle - a
solidarity movement that now needs
to be developed.

The rcal causes of the Australian
SWP's break with the Fourth Inter-
national are not those claimed by
the leadership of that organisation.
They are essentially political. They
flow fuom substituting, step-by-step,
opportunist pragmatism for revolu-
tionary MaHist politics. It is useful
to take apart the ideological mech-
anjsm of this shift and its political
consequences - to the extent that
this reveals the dangers threa[ening
any revolutionary organisation being
built in an unfavourable context and in
a still very complicated if not down-
right dilficult intemational context,
This must give pause for reflection to
any other group or faction tempted
by the same demons that have inspircd
the Australian SWP's revisionism. Such
groups will see in the appalling evolu-
tion of this organisation the mirror
image of their own fate if they do not
stop in time,

A key which opens
no doors

Doug Lorimer's report to the SWP
National Committee situates the main
difference with the Fourth Intema-
l,iona.l around the refusal of l,he major-
ity to recognise the centrality of the
'lhird World countries' in the world
revolutionary process, to accept what
Lorimer calls the'anti,imperialist

axis' of the world chss sfruggle. This
definition in itself confirms what we
had lredicted when a certain number
of groups begain to question the
theory of the permanent revolution.
Such questioning cannot stop at
that phase. It has an immanent logic
which challenges the Marxist proglam-
me in a sedes of its main tenets if
not as a whole.

To justify what he calls the 'centIal
anti-impedalist axis' of the world
class struggle (the 'class struggle '
and not even the world revolution!),
Lodmer tdes hard to base himself
on the theory of the labour aistoc-
racy which, due to colonial super-
profits, is said to have become the
main factor 'holding back and post-
poning the socialist revolut.ion in
the advanced capitalist countries'.
Straightaway he commits an initial
erlor in substituting the term'labour
bureaucracy' for that of 'labour
aristocracy' used by Lenin. This
identification of the two terms leads
into a dead end.'Colonial superyrofits'
by definition can only corupt some
working-class layeN of the imperialist
countries. The labour bureaucracv is
a univenal phenomenon. The bureau.
cEcies of the Aryentinian or Mexican
trade unions are much more powerful
than those of Australia or Canada-
But neither ',rgentina nor Mefco
are imperialrsL counLries benefiting
from ccionial superprofits. As for
the two dchest and most power-
ful labour bureaucEcies in the world,
those of the USSR and the People,s
Republic of China - they ironopolise
the exercise of power in these worke6'
states, appropriating for themselves
enornous material privileges on this
basis. But no Iinguistic tdckery can
explain these material advantages,
and the social and political conseN-
atism based on them, out of any
sort of 'colonial superprofits'.

The confusion between 'labour
a stocracy' (2) and 'labour bureaucra-
cy' is not accidenlal. The Australian
SWP leadership is beginning to aban-
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Why the Australian SWP left
the Fourth lnternational

1. Doug Loriher', report to the swp
Nationdl Comnittee is published uniter
the title: "l'he 12th wotld Conqress of the
Foufth Internatiohol and the future of the
SwP s intemotionol rclntions ih a pamphlet
"Th? Sociolirl Work?rs partr ond the
Fout'th lntcndtional", pqthtinder I.ress
( Austtalio ). Sep temb er I I 8 s

2. The term 'ldbou arbtocroc! in
the scientific tense, dppliei to ony mi^oritt
ftdction of the prcletariot uhich seehs toprctect it$ uose differehtials and aduan-
taseou uorkine condition6 usins a.tions
ond measures clirected aqainst the msioritt
of the uorkinc cla's: rcfusing access to theprofe$ion: xenophobic demasoe! ahal
rocism: relusing occe's to th? trodc Dnions;
opposition to tro.te union centrolbntioh
dnd solidoritr st.ikes etc.

h |'G especidllr strohs in the 
^ihc-teenth-century ctoft uhions os uell as in

blotont co6es likc the uhite min?rc'uhio^s
todd! in South Africo- Sometimes it con be
linhed to the eristence of colonidl i,uper-profits. But this i, cettdinly not dlbdrs the
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don any analysis of the labour bu'
reaucracy as a specific social layer
having ils own material interests - an

analy;is which reall) does nol helP
when you want to 'insert Youlself'
into the post-Stalinist current.

The resort to 'colonial superprofits'
and the consequent 'labour aristoc-
racy' thesis is a false key for inter-
preting the real course of the world
rcvolution sirlce the Filst World War.
ln no way does it help us eYflain
either the defeats or the victories.
First of all it dodges a fact of capital
importance: Tbadst Russia, wherc after
all, the first victory of the socialist
revolution took Place, was not a

'Third World country' (if rtre take uP

LoIimefs terminology) at all. lt would
be difficult to contend that the Russian
bourgeoisie in 1917 was weaker than
the Chinese, Indian, Mexican or
T\rrkish bourgeoisie However, the
Russian bouryeoisie was overthrown
first. The fundamental objective cause

clearly lies in the more favoumble
correltlion o[ social forces in Russia.
that is. lfte rclatiue strenglh of lhe
proletariat in relation to the relative
weakness of the bourgeoisie.

Second. we have to note that
some of the most serious defeats
of the world revolution have taken
place in semi-colonial countries with
much weaker ruling classes than in

Russia or for that matter in China.
Just to give two recent examplesi the
defeat of the Indonesian revolution
in 1965. which resulted in the massa-

cre of nearly a million communists,
workels, peasants, and Young People,
and the defeat of Chile in 1973, at
these two count es, lndonesia and
Chile. had among the strongest com-
munist parties of the capitalisr world.
Nobody can argue that these defeats
arc the result of the corruption of
the Indonesian and Chilean 'labour

aristocracies' by 'colonial su perpro fits'.
When one tums to Iook at the decisive
defeats of the world revolution in the
imperialist countries, explaining them
by concepts of the 'labour aistoclacy'
and'colonial superprofits' becomes

.iust as untenable in the light of even
the most minimal concrete analysis.

The greatest chance of revolu'
tiolary victory - the longest, most
relentleis revolutionary struggle
which involved the gleatest number
oi proletarians - in an advanced
capitalist country was the 1931-1937
Spanish revolution. Was defeat in
the Spanish Civil War caused bY

'colonial superprofits'? Which part of
the Spanish working class had been

'corrupted' by these famous 'super-
profits'?
of 1974-75. Was it defeated because

of the 'colonial superptofits' that
'comipted' the Portuguese working
class? But the latter had miserable
living standards, lower than those of
an initially semi-colonial then semi-

industrialised dependent country like
Greece, to give just one example.

And the faiture of the 1920 revolu-
tionary upsurge in Italy, which could
have changed the couEe of history,
was this due to 'colonial superprofits'?
Which ones? The defeat of the revolu'
tionary cdsis in Germany in 1923
took place at a timP when the average

wage in Germanv was no longer
enough for a workel to buy one suit
a year. Did the revolution fail because
of 'colonial superprofits'? Where lrom'
in a Germany without colonies?

One might rcPlY that the'colonial
superprofits' explain these defeats
not directlv but at least indirectly. So

folowing lhis line of argument these

superprofits led intemationally (for
Germany in the Past) to the emer-
sence of the reformist currenl inside
itre soi,llist movement. 'Ihis cu Lln[

then maintained its paralysing poli-
tical influence even when its material
roots had been cut off. This was
extended politically (by influence
and imitation) to countries wherc
these roots were harldy present or
non+xistent. But even this more
subtle line of reasoning does not
address the real question.

Clea y the appeannce of reform'
ism inside the intemational workers'
movement is explained in the last
analysis by a complex interplay of
obje ctive. subjective. economic. social.
rnstitutional, ideological and historical
causes. But when it comes to the real

lile unfolding of the class struggie
and the development ofa revolutionary
pe6pective, we have to know what is

the decisive link in this chain, We have

to know that despite the existence of
the imperialist system, despite the
colonial superprofits it generates,
despiae the eistencc of labour bureau-
cmcies and aristocracies, millions of
wage€ame$ (in fact the majority
of wage-earneE) have Pedodicatly
taken part in extn-padiamentary mass

action in a whole selies of imperialist
countries. We should be aware that
among these mass actions there were
some of such scope as to create
revolutiorary crises that consider'
ably paralysed the bourgeoisie's pow{l
and made the conquest of Power bY

the proletaliat obiectively possible.

On these precise occasions what
saved capitalism was certainly not
its still gleat economic powet or the
ptesence of the labour aristocracy
inside the proletariat, but the policy
of the working class leaderships.
that is the reformists' political refusal
to overthrow the state apparatus, and
the relative political and organisational
weaknesE of revolutionary forces. The
point is whether even in the given

objective economic context the
question could be resolved on the
poljlical level. In any case this was

Lenin's and the Communist lnter'
national's opinion nith regard to the
revolutionary crises of the 1918'1923
period. This was the opinion of
T?otsky and the Fourth Int€rnational
conceming the revolutionary crises

that have broken out since then.
The 'labour aristocracy' argument
basically states the contrary - the
cause was economic and not political.
Defeat was inevitable.

A relapse into
economic fatalism

This response constitutes a relapse

into the economist fatalism of'hich
Kautsky was the most eminent rcP'
resentative. The outcome of all ,l

t
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gEat class struggles are supposedly
predetermined by objective'relstion-
ships of forces', considered above all
as economic. The subjective factor
is removed from the analysis. Every
defeat is w tten in the staE. the
actions of the political leaderships
of social classes, of parties and their
leaders do not count at all. Altema-
tively - and this boils down to the
same thing - their conduct is said to
flow more or less automatically ftom
economic conditions, in this case
'colonial supe4rrofits'.

The fatalist character of this ap-
proach and the way it excuse! the
haditional leaderships stick out a
mile. What underpins this wlgar
economic determinism is a blind
admiration for the accomplished fact:
'Everything that happened was in-
evitable and had to happen. Every-
thing that did not happen could
nbt happen'.

In the pre-congress debate of the
last American Socialist Workers Party
(SWP) conference, comrade May S
explicitly reproached us for not being
materialist because we were hoping
for a repetition of victorious revolu-
tions along the lines of the 'soviet
model', which had been reproduced
nowhere in the last half-century
(SWP Discussion Bulletin, Yol. 40,
No 1, June 1985). FoUowing the
same logic one might condemn as
'non-matedalist' and'utopian' the
struggle for the formation of a mass
labour party in the USA, which has
been unsuccessful for fifty yea6i
the struggle for the mass of the Ameri-
can workels to break politicallv with
the turo bourgeois parties, still un-
successful after the efforts ol three-
quarte$ of a century; or the struggle
to remove the hegemony of a bour-
geois worke6' party over the Austra-
lian working class, which has been
going on for eighty yeals 'without
success.t

The non-dialectical character of
this line of reasoning is disrurbing.
It count€rposes in an absolute way
'what is' to 'what is not, as two
mechanically separated poles, The
matefialist dialectic on the other
hand starts from what becomes.
what is changing. what is growing. Ii
analys€s reality not as fixed (,there
have been no revolutionary victories
in the impefialist countries') but as
subject to processes of transformation,
tendencies of development. It registers
the tendency for the periodic breaking
out of deep pre,revolutionary and
revolutionary crises in a whole series
of imperialist countries since 190b:
Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy, Belg-
ium, France, Spain, Portugal and on'
the borderline, even Creat Britain
in 1926. These clises are generally
chamctprised by mass movemenk of
colossal scope, mass stlikes, political

general strikes and strikes with factory
occupations. which shake bourgeois
society to its very foundations. The
bourgeois state is temporarily pala-
lysed. Independently of their starting
point and the proletaiat's level of
class consciousneis these actions
exprcss the instinctive tendency ol
the proletariat to reorganise society
on a socialist basis (to take a formu-
Iation us€d by Ttotsky). To deny
these tendencies one has to rewrite
the whole history of the class struggle
intemationally in the last seventy
years, fuom the Russian and German
revolutions of 1917"18 to the tumul"
tuous ri,orkers struggles in Italy
between 1969 and 19?6 and the
Portuguese !evolution of 1974'75.

It is true that the proleta at's
potitical dilferentiation and the insuf-
ficient level of its class consciousness
do have historic o gins, among which
figure economic factors. including
'colonial superprofits' wherc they
really exist. The craft/skill privileges,
which are often independent ol
'colonial supelprofits' cannot be
ignored either. But this political
differentiation is neither atsolute nor
permanent. It is open to the possibility
(we would say inevitability) of re-
composition, precisely dudng un-
bridled mass movements characteristic
of revolutionary crises or explosions.

In the coune of the 1918-23
revolutionary upsurge the maiority ol
the organised German proletariat
switched their allegiance in the space
of less than two yeaIs first from th.
right-wing social democmLs to the
'independents' (left social democracy)
and then from left social democncy
to the Communists. As a result ol the
June 1936 general strike the French
Communist Party rcplaced the SFIO
(social democracy) as the majority
French working<lass party in the
space of less thar a year. Spanish
social democracy lost its hegemony
over the organised workers' movement
(that it had shared ir Catalonia and in
Angon with the anarcho-syndicalists)
in the 1934-37 period. We could give
other examples. The dialectic of
thP subjective and the objective
facto$ is a true dialectic and not a
rariant of !,ulgar and fstalistic econo-
mic determinism.

Does this mean to say that the still
enormous forces and reserves of the
impeialist bourgeoisie have no influ-
ence at all on the real development
of the objectively revolutionary pro-
cesses in these countries compared to
those of the colonial, semi-colonial
or semi-industrialised countries? It
,{ould be obviously absurd to support
such an extreme thesis adopting mech-
anically the exact opposite of the
'determinism by colonial superprofits'
argument. The problem is not to
'recognise' this 'influence' (that is the

ABC of Marxism), but to situat€ it
correctly.

The strength and reserves of the
impefialist bourgeoisie do not make
it capable of avoiding the periodic
brcaking out of extremely seious
revolutionary crises or of explosive
mass struggles of such a scope that
they objectively put on the agenda
the possibility of a socialist revolu-
tion. To believe the contnry is to
se ously underestimate the crisis
affecting imperialism and capitalism
in general since 1914. The strength
and rcserves of the imperialist bour-
geoisie mean they are able to man-
oeuwe in a mole subtle and deter-
mined way in relation to the masses
than the weaker bourgeoisies facing
analogous situations. It allows the
imperialist bourgeoisie to'recuperate',
to 'rc+stablish order' much more
rapidlv, il the movement reaches its
peak without having conquered
power,

Revolutionary crises have therc-
fore been more short-lived in the
imperialist countfies than in the less
developed world. In the imperialist
and the dependent semi-industrialised
courltries a more experienced revolu-
tionary leadeEhip is leeded to con-
front the manoeuwes of the bour-
geoisie, to neutralise them and to
politically paralrse its power and then
to take ad'antage of Lhis pamlysis
to seize ;rower itself. Such a leader-
ship must have an adequate long-
term strategy, be ready to make
extremely sharp tums and be able to
unify immense proletafian masses. In
other words it has to have gone
beyond the stage of revolutionary
pragmatism which can suffice in
certain under-developed countries to
seize victory, given precisely the
weakness and extremp decomposition
of the ruling classes, as well as the
long period of the crisis.

The strategy of the
transitional programme

International Vbupoint 24 Februorr I ga6 5

In a roundabout way our analysis
of the strength and reserves of the
imperialist bourgeoisie has brought
us back to the heart of the debate: the
key role of the 'sutljective factor', of
the rcvolutionary leadeNhip and of
political class consciousness fot revolu-
tionary victory; and the key respon-
sibility of the traditional leaderships
(of the labour bureaucracy) for the
defeats of revolutionary upsurges.
'The crisis of humanity is the crisis
of revolutionary leadership'.

Doug Lorimer asks the question:
'Wherr are the best ob.iective condi-
tions for revolution found, in the



Third World countries or the imper-
ialist countries?' Apart from the fact
that in the coune of the last ten years
there has only been one victorious
socialist revolution in a Third World
country, NicaBgua (if one leaves
aside the tmgic Grenadan episode) it
is the sort of question you would
expect to heat from an observer! a
commentator, not from a revolu-
tionary Marxist who undeNtands the
sefiousness of the overall cdsis of
capitalism. It replaces the task of
working out and progressively apply-
ing an adequate rcvolutionary strategy
with the speculation of someone
who gambles in a lottery: what will
be the next winning numL'er? In 1962
it might have seemed that the 'best
objective conditions' for the revolu-
tion existed in Algeria and nol in
France. However in May 1968 France
!r as closer [o a socialist revolul,ion
than Algeda had ever been.

What is so sedous about such an
apprcach is that it disodentates the
praclice of revolutionary MarisLs in
the imperialist and dependent semi,
industrialised counl,ries, indeed also in
the bureaucratised workeIs' states.
It makes their tasks depend on
speculation about'probability' or
'improbability' of explosions or even
shon-lerm revolulionary victories,
instead of making them dependent on
the imperatives of inl,errenlion in
the mass struggles actualty underway,
determined by real social contla-
dictions.

Those who start from the hypo-
thesis that explosive mass struggles
with revolutionary potential are im-
possible in the imperialist countries.
at least in the foteseable future, will
limit their interventions in the
present struggles to supponing im.
mediatr demands and traditional
forms of organisation, rounded out at
the most with general propaganda for
socialism and agitation for solidarity
with revolutiols in other parts of
the world. But when the mass move-
ment itself periodically goes beyond
the level of 'economic strikes plus
elections' - which is inevitable, given
the structuBl crisis sweeping the
societies of the impedalist countries -this purely routinist practice will
have prepared neither the masses, nor
the broad workers' vanguard nor
even the members and cadres of the
revolutiollary organisation itself, for
the new tasks afising out of the sharp
tums in the class struggle. So people
with such routinist practice become
themselves a supplementary factor
preventing the victory of the socialist
revolution. for the same fundamental
reason as the one underlying reform-
ism from the beginning: because
they believe that lhis revolution is
not possible (at least not in the fore-
seeable futurc). On most occasions

Demonstration in Vlodiaastoch. 1917 (DR)

they will convince themselves in any
case that ten million worken on
strike and occupying the factories
as in May 1968 in France only'really'
wanted wage increases and decent
elections and it was therefore neces-
sary to limit the dynamic of the move-
ment to these 'rcalistic' objectives.
The proof of their argument? 'There
was no revolutionary victory'! It
is obvious that with this line of reason-
ing any political basis for crilicising
the Communist Party or Socialist
Party bland of reformism evaporates,
and at the same time any political
foundation for buildilg a broader-
based revolutionaq/ party at these
times disappea$.

On the other hand all those who
start from an understanding of the
seriousness of the historical crisis
of capitalism and of bourgeois society,
and who undeEtand, with ftotsky,
that the revolutionary nature of
the period does not lie in rhe immin-
ence ofrevolution everywhere and at all
times, but in the inevitability of sharp
and radical tums in the 'objective
conditions', (3) will apply the stmtegy
of the tnnsitional progmmme. They
will intervene in all mass struggles,
startirg from supporting the immedi-
ate demands of these struggles - on
economic, democratic questions, how-
ever limited - but without limiting
themselves to this support. They try
to combine this support with the
defence of transitional demands and
propaganda in favour of forms of mass
self-organisation (and if possible the
initial carrying out of such self-
organisation). The latter will pro-
vide the masses with a practical
apprcnticeship preparing them for new
usks that will arise when biggef
explosions take place. This combina-
tion of immediate and transitional
objectives for the mass struggles is

crowned by the defence of an overall
political line and a political project

fo! a govemment capable of satisfy-
ing lhe basic concems of working
people.

But in order to be able to defend
such an approach with conviction
and cohercnce in ideological debate,
one obviously has to be convinced that
explosions of mass struggle putting
the question of power on the agenda
are sooner or later inevitable:

'The strategic task of the nelt
period - a pre-revolutionary period
of agitation. propaganda and organisa-
tion - consists in overcoming the
contradiction between the matudty
of the objective revolutionary
conditions and the immatufity of the
proletariat and its vanguard (the
confusion and disappointment of the
older generation, the inexperience
of the younge! generation). It is nec-
essary to help the masses in the
process of the daily struggle to find
the bridge between present demands
and the socialist programme of the
revolution. This bfidge should include
a system of tronsitional demands,
stemming from today's conditions and
from today's consciousness ol wide
Iayen of the working class and unal-
terably leading to one final conc-
Iusion: the conquest of power by the

3. 'The rcuolutioharr charactet of
the epoch does not lie in that it permits
of the dccomplbhment of the reuolution,
that is, the seizure of pouer at ewrr si\en
moment- It, revolutionary character coh-
sists in prcfound ond sharp fluctuations
and abrupt and frequent trdBitiont frcm
dn itumediotelt reltolutionarr situation,
in other uor*, such M enabl% the.om-
munist part! to Btriue for pouer, to a
oictorr of the F6ci6t or sehi-F6ci$t
counter-revolution, ahd from the latter
to a proabional reeime of the soldea medn
(the 'Left bloc', the inclwion of the social
democract into the coalition, the pa$ase
of pourer to the pdltr of MacDondld, and
so forth). immeiliatel! thereafter to
torce the ohtdgonbms lo o h"ad oeoin
dn.t dcutel! raise the qu*tion of power.'
('1'totshr in The Thiral Internatiohal oftet
Lenin," p 62 Ne@ Path)
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proletariat'. (Transitional Programme,
pp 14-15, New Park edition.)

Our revisionists abandon all that in
the l],ame ol rcalpolif,ft. In othet words
they retum to the old social-democratic
combination of the minumum pro-
gramme and abstract propaganda for
socialism (or, minimum programme
plus solidarity with the 'socialist
camp'). The very idea of revolutionary
stmtegy is abandoned, at least for the
imperialist countries and for the
bureaucratised worke$' states (in
reality not only for those either). For
as Tlotsky made clear:

'The conception of revolutionary
strategy took root only in the post-war
yeaN, and in the beginning undoubt-
edly under the influence of military
terminology. But it did not by any
means Lake rool, accidentally. Prior
to the war we spoke only of the tac-
tics of the prcletadan party; this
conception conformed adequately
enough to the then pre iling tlade-
union, parliamentary methods which
did not transcend the limits of the
dayto-day demands and tasks. By
the conception of tactics is under-
stood the system of measures that
serves a single curent task or a single
branch of the class struggle. Revolu-
tionary strategy on thc contrary
embmces a combined system
of actions which by their association,
consistency, and growth must lead
the proletariat to the conquest of
power.' (The srd Internatiorul After
Lentn, p 57, New Park, London,
19? 4).

The unity and dialectic of
the three sectors of
the world revolution

The line of the 'centtal anti-imped-
ialist axi6' of the world revolution so
dear to Lodmer is squarely opposed
to the line of the unity arld
dialectical interaction of the three
sectors of the world tevolution, which
was the basis of the documents
adopt€d by the Reuniflcation Con$ess
of the Fourth Intemational in 1963.

On filst sight, this does not seem
evident. In the resolution for its
1984 congress the Australian SWP still
based irself on a quol,e from Lenin
that explicitly included the struggle
of the proletariat of the impe alist
countries against its own bourgeoisie
as an integral part of the antiimperial'
ist struggle; it was even put in the
ftont line of that struggle.

But it is clear that Jim Percy [a
centnl leader of the Australian SWPI
and Loimer are no longer using the
formulation of the'anti-imperialist
axis of the world revolution' in this
traditional Leninist sense. Otherwise

Lorimer would not be able to rcp-
roach the Foufth lntemal,ional for
'downplaying' the'central character
of the revolution for national libera"
tion' within the world revolution.
'The anti-impedalist axis of the world
revolution' becomes in practice the
'axis of the Third World struggles'.
This concept is wrong. Far from
being more mdically'anti-impefialist'
than the Fourth Intemational it
results politically in the acceptance
of coexjstence (albeit conflictual and
non-peaceful) with imperialism.

The basis of imperialism, in the
Lenlnist conceplion of the l,erm, is
not the exploitation of the Third
World. That is an important
element, but onlv one element. The
basis of imperialism is the capitalism
of the monopolies, the trusts and
monopoly finance capital of the
impedalist countdes and the enor-
mous economic and military power
it produces. This is the power which
permits the export of capital, the con-
trol of the world market and the
subjection of the semi-colonial and
dependent countries. Nobody can
challenge the fact that the latter
reinforce in tum the riches and power
of the impedalist bourgeoisies. But
that does not change the fact that the
basis of imperialist power, the big
monopoly trusts, finance capital and
Lheir armies is Iocated in Lhc imperi-
alist centres and not in the semi-
colonial countdes,

It follows that imperialism can
only be definitively overthrown i,)
these cenhes and by the proletariat
of these centrcs. The masses of the
Third Wodd can weaken it but not
overthrow it. This merging of the
struggles of the proletadat of the
imperialist centres with those of
the Third World masses is indispens-
able for the final defeat of imperial-
ism. What Iies behind the idea of
the 'Third World axis' of the world
revolution. indeed of the intemational
class stniggle. is the belief that imperi.
alism cannot be overthrown for a
long period. Only its weakening would
be on the agenda.

Perey and Lorimer worsen their
case when they base their claimed
'pfimacy' ol national liberation
struggles over struggles by workers
in the impedalist countries on the
fact that the former are supposedly,
at Ieast pote[tially, offensive struggles
for power, whereas workers' struggles
in the imperialist countdes are said
to be for the moment purely defen-
sive. (4) Let us not waste too much
time on the schematic character of
this distinction. How many times
has the class struggle gone in the
space of a few months, sometimes
a few weeks, from the offensive to
the defensive and from the defensive
to the offensive. The main weakness

of this conception of 'primacy' and
'priorities' is that it takes up the
different sectors of the world revolu-
tion. the vadous continents, distinct
countdes like pieces neatly separated
in a jigsaw puzzle, each having its
form and shape establishcd once and
for all (or at least for a long pe od).

Reality is quite different. The
capitalist world forms an organic
whole whose components are con-
stantly modified by intemal contra-
dictions and Lhe main economic,
political and military global repercus-
sions of the periodic explosiotls caused
by these intemal contrudictions. Thus
a purely defensive struggle like the one
against the rise of fascism in Germany
between 1930 and 1933 1{as mole
impoftant for the fate of the world
revolutior than the offensive struggle
going on at the same time in Indo"
China. hldonesia and Outer Mongolia
(crowned. incidenrall]. by success in
the latter country). Trotsky was 100
per cent right to say that the 'key to
the world situation was in Germany' in
lhat period. despite lhe defensive
character of the class struggle in that
country. A victory of the German
counter-revolution would change the
relationship of forces on a world scale
much more significantly than the
victory of the revolution in several
semi-colonial ar'd colonial countrip..

The July 1984 Australian SWP
resolutior collectly stated that the
longer the capitalist crisis lasts, the
morc rearmament and war (and not
just war against the unfolding revolu-
tions in the Third Wodd) would
become increasingly the'solution'
emerging from the very nature of
impeialism. But in the path of this
march towards a third world war
(war-suicide of human civilisation, if
not of humanity itself) stands a

formidable obstacle: the power of
the intemational working class and of
all its allies in the so"called Third
World coultries. The anti-war move-
ment is also such an ally.

The imperialist bourgeoisie would
have to cafiy out radical changes in
the political climate, in the form of
govemment and the political personnel
of its main impedalist centres in order
to overcome that resistance against
the utter madness of a world wal. This
would above all require a ndical
change in the relationship of forces
bel,ween the classes in these countries,
a change not so different from the
change in the relationship of forces
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tr:J in the uorld uhete there ua, the
immeiliate pDsibility of d retolutionat!
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populous countr! in the uotlel. Houeuer
the communists aho uerc n@t possioh-
atel! in fatout of such d moue, the lnter-
national Left Opp$ition led b! 'frobkv,
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uorld reuolution, let alone an 'anti-impe.
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signified by Hitler's adval in power
in Germany in 1933 (even if the form
of this change can be different from
the establishment of a fascist dictator-
ship in the classical sense of the term).

But for anyone who knows and
understands the links that exist
between the strength of the worke$'
movement, the fighting potential of
the working class and the relative
solidity of democratic ghts in bour-
geois society, il is clear that a lasting
and serious defeat of lhe defensive
struggles presently underway in the
impefialist countri€s would strike a
mortal blow against the potential of
the anti-war struggle. The princbdl
obstacle to a third world war and to
the crushing of the struggle in many
semi-colonial countries would be
eliminated.

The gmvest illusion would be to
believe that an increasingly broad and
bold anti-war movement, with a more
and more effective impact and poli-
tical success could develop alongside
a qualitativp weakening of the working
class in the main imperialist countries.
Just as during the 1930s, each deci.
sive defeat in the defensive struggles
of the Westem proletariat would mark
a decisive step toward war. Each
important worke6' victory (even of a
'purely defensive' kind) in the West
would palalyse at least temponrily
imperialism's march to war. including
'partial wars'against the revolution in
one or sevelal coun ries of the so-
called Third World.

All this scholastic argument over
what is 'more important' or 'less
important'must in any case be reject.
ed out of hand. The MaBist approach
to the problem is presented in Lenin's
quote used in the SWP July 1984
congress resolution ol the community
of interests of the Western proletariat,
lhe prole Lorion and sem i-prolp lorian
masses of the Third. Wotld and, we
can add today, the proletariat of the
bureaucratised uorters' srores. The
unity of the world revolution only
has its materialist basis in this com-
munity of interests.

The most consistent opponents of
the Marxist idea of the world socialist
revolution as an indissociable unity
between the three secton of the
revolution, explicitly reject this
community of interests. They claim
the Westem proletariat has a 'corrupt-
ed' character. Our revisionists still do
not go so far although the extensive
and excessive way in which they use
the concept of 'labour adstocncy'
leads them dangerously close to this
position.

But if we accept the fundamental
identity of workers' interests through-
out the world then we must apply
the method of the transitional pro-
gramme in the three sectors of the
world revolution: this means in all

countries, starting from the immediate
concems of the workPE and their
real demands as long as these are
capable of setting in motion brcad
mobilisations and mass struggles -

independently of anyscholastic distinc-
tion tletween 'politics' and 'econo-
mics' or 'the offensive' and 'the
defensive'. In each case we asless
absolutely objectively the real rcper-
cussions of these struggles on the
intemational class struggle.

Furthermore we must reject as
quite outrageous any idea of
;ubordinotinE the actual demands and
struggles of the proletadat in any
country to thc allegedly 'higher
requirements' of the'anti-impedalist
struggle', interprcted to mean the
struggle against impedalist domina-
tion solely over the Third World
countries. In fact the Australian
SWP leaden already openly propose
this subordination for the workers
of the bureaucratised workers' states.
If we call on the latter to accept
the 'anti-impedalist axjs' of the world
revolution it means refusing them
the ght to go into their prcsent
struggles on the basis of their immedi-
ate demands and concems. Anyway
such an apprcach is totally utopian.
The Polish, Hungarian, Czech (and in
the futurc the Soviet and Chinese)
workers will not ask Percy or Lorimer
for advice about the immediate
objectives of their struggles - whether
these struggles should be focused
against the bureaucratic dictatorship
or centre on 'anti-impedalist solidadty'.
Nobody has the dght to tell them that,
any more than Lech Walesa or Charter
77 have the right to demand that the
Nicaraguan, SalvadoBn, Palestinian or
South African workeE subordinate
their immediate struggle against impefi-
alism and its local allies to some sort
of 'pdofity' for the antibureaufiatic
struggle in Eastem Europe.

At the same time of course it is a
profoundly rcactionary utopia. For
il implies lhoL Lh? polilicol rcuolution
must be delayed until after the fall of,
or at least the decisiue weakening of,
imperialtsm in the rest of the wotld.
This idea is just as reactionary as the
notion that the oppressed peoples
of the Third World should wait for the
overthrow of imperialism before their
struggle for national libemtion can
be really started with any chance of
success.

Our concept of the unity of the
three s€ctors of the world revolution
is founded or the possibility and the
right of workers of dli countries
to struggle not only for their immedi-
ate demands (reforms) but also for
the winning and exercise of power
(revolution), independently of the
'world situation as a whole', which
may be assessed as 'unfalaurable' for
a struggle in such and such a sector.

When the working masses are ready
to go into a genemlised confrontalion
with the govemment and state, the[
they have the perfect right to do so.
By acting in this way they modify
in tum the wodd situation in favour
of revolution and against counter-
revolution. Indeed this is the only way
of basically changing the relationship
of forces in that direction.

We do not see any contndiction,
in the prcsent world situation, between
supporting and encouraging the
workers of the bureaucratised worke$'
states to overthrow, through mass
revolutionary action, the burcaucracy's
dictatoNhip and the necessities of the
anti-impedalist and anti-capitalist strug-
gte in the rest of the world. We arc
deeply convinced that independently
of the ideological confusion that may
exist among Lhesc workeri - lvhich is
the product of Stalinism and can only
be overcomc through the practical
experienee gaired fuom mass actions -they will not in action move to
support the re€stablishment of capit-
alism. Therefore they will not strength-
en capitalism on a world scale.
We are even more convinced that
any pructical progress of the anti-
bureaucratic political revolution in
East Europe or the USSR, any initial
establishment of workers' setr-
malagement regimes in the economy
and society and of worke$' self-
administration in the stat€, will spur
on hemendously the antlimpcrialist
and anti-capitalist struggle in all the
capitalist count es whele the
proletariat aheady constitutes a
majofity of the fighten. The concrete
experience of the 'Pmgue Spring' in
1968 and Solidamosc in 1980-81
confirms this analysis.

Reasons for and the
dynamic of solidarity with
the antiimpedalist struggles
in the Third World

Our '$'orldwide' and non-'third
worldist' concept of the revolution is
not at all counterposed to solidarity
work with l,he masses of the semi-
colonial and dependent countries
that are today in the front line of
the struggle against imperiatism. lt is
a key task for revolutionaries through-
out the nodd, particularly in the
imperialist strongholds. Furthermore
expedence proves that the Fourth
Intemational needs no [essons from
anyone on this.

The differcnce between our idea
of solidaity with anti-imperialist
struggles in the semi-colonial and dep"
endent countries and the thinking of
those caught up in the logic of'third
worldism' is the following. Revisionists
have a tendency to iustify the import-
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ance of the solidarity movement for
basically moral reasons: Third World
revolutionades are the only ones who
fight in practice in a revolutionary
way against imperialism. Therefore it
is a duty of revolutio[aries through-
oul, the whole world to give them their
support as a pdo ty over any other
concem. In addition these revolu-
tionaries are the only ooes able to take
power in a foreseeable future. So this
justifies even more the pdority given
to supporting their struggle - irrespec-
tive of the country wherc you are
politically active.

The first of the motives outlined
above is honoumble and we share
this position to a large extent. But
il, is insufficient for inspiring effecl,ive
and long-term solidarity action. If this
is combined with the second justifi-
cation given above, within the frame-
work of a false.'immediatist'and
impressionist vision of the real process
of world revolution, one is likely to
run inlo a dead end. It is ineffec-
tive even from the point of view of
carrying out practical solidarity work.

Solidarity with the victims of
imperialist super-exploitation and op-
prcssion, who are beginning to resist
this barbarism, is a duty for
revolutionaries of all countries ines-
pective of knowing whether this
tesistance has a chance of leading to
a revolutionary victory in the short
or medium term.

Today the South Aftican and
Palestinian masses are the most oppres-
sed and persecuted peoples in the
wofld - oppression carded out by
impedalism and its regional 'relaying
stations', the apartheid regime and the
Ziooist state.

VI Lenin (DR)

Given the military might of these
two states, it is not at all certain that
these masses have a prospect of revolu-
tio[ary victory in the short or medium
l,erm. But far from de!"luing
their heroic sl,ruggle. such an analysis
only increases our duty to build soli-
darity with them. Even if we were to
consider their struggle as 'purety
defensive' (a formulation as meaning-
less as similar formulations with
respect to other sections of the world
proletaiat and its allies) this duty
would remain as imperative as ever. We
can even lay it would become even
more necessary - just as was solida ty
with the Chilean masses in 1973
or with the victims of the Argen-
tinian dictatorship in 1976.

The motives inspiring our solida-
dty are fundamentally political,
that is, internationalist in the social
sense of the term. To paraphrase
Marx; we are convinced that any
people lhat tolemtes Lhe oppression
of another will never accomplish its
own libemtion. This applies to all
countdes of the world without ex-
ception. We are convinced that
without an ongoing, unrelenting strug.
gle against nationalist, chauvinist,
racist and xenophobic poison (and
crowning that sl,ruggle with growing
political success), the proleta an revo-
lution will be a thousand times more
difficult in any country of the wodd.
lVe are also convinced that the pmc-
tice of class collaboration, of 'solida-
rity with one's o\rn bourgeoisie',
is one of the main subjective obstac-
les blocking the proletarian revolul,ion
in the imperialist countdes (and also
to a $owing extent in the semi-indus"
tdalised dependent countdes). Such

collaboration will only be success-
fully eliminated if it is replaced by
the solidarity of all worhers against
lhe bosscs. irrpspective of their nation-
ality, mce, ethnic ofigins etc.

As we know, the class conscious-
ness of the masses comes from exper-
ience of action more than from propa-
ganda. reading. meetings, education
etc. the most effective way of foster-
ing internationalist consciousness is to
get involved in intemationalist actions.
Intemational solidarity action, because
of its continuity, is obviously especially
important. For the same reason we
try our best to encouEge the involve-
ment of the organised workers' move-
ment. particularly the lrade unions, in
these solidarity movements,

So for us intemationalist duly is
not a task sepamte and apart from
world revolutionary strategy, including
in the imperialist countries, although
it can take on particular forms and
conjunctural importance at such and
such a time in the national and inter-
national class struggle. It is an inte$al
part of the oveEll strategy. To give it
up or even to underestimate it is not
just morally objectionable. It deals
a mortal blow to the long-term prepar-
ation of consistent revoluttonary class
struggle in each counlry. beginning
with the imperialist countfies them-
selves-

But such an essentially political
notion o: proletarian intemationalism,
of the necessary sotidarity of the
workers and oppressed on a world
scale, only has a coherent basis if it
is based in a mateialist way on the
community of interests of the worhers
of all countries. We can see immedi-
ately how any rigid idea of 'labour
aristocncy fostered by colonial super-
profits' becomes erected into a se ous
obstacle for permanent solidadty work
with the struggle of the masses in the
semi-colonial and dependenl countries.

You cannot have it both wavs.
Eilhet the famous 'labour aristocracy'
only reprcsents a small minority which
can be effectively neutmlised by poli-
tical action: struggle for the united
ftont, fight for tBde,union democ,
mcy, increasingly advanced forms of
mass strikes and more and more
advanced forms of mass self{rganisa,
tion. In this case it does not form an
obstacle to an extension of anti-
imperialist sotidarity inside the work-
ing class, providing the revolutionary
vanguard carries out its tasks and does
not commit seclarian errors. BuL in
this case, this 'aristocracy' can in no
way explain the reformists' persistent
influence over the broad masses.

Or the 'labour adstocmcy' rcp-
resents the basis of the mass influence
of reformism in the imperialist
countries. But this 'labour aristocracy'
has mateial interests opposed to the
less well-paid workers - beginning
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with those in the Third World. So
Lhose able l,o become invol\ed in
long-lasting solida ty action with
these wotkers and opprcssed masses of
the Third World will be limited to
a small minority motivated essenti'
ally by moral considerations in opposi.
tion to its own material interests.
Through the false notion of 'coloni-
al superprofits as explanation of
reformism. class collaboration and mass
nationalism in the impedalist coun-
tries', the third worldists put themselves
union bureaucrats and the Stalinist
and social-democratic politicians, even
if they do so with quite different poli-
tical conclusions and with the best
inlentions in the world (but as every-
body kno*s, the way to hell is often
paved with the best intentions).

Both assert that the 'overpaid'
workers of the imperiailsl countries
have \o interest in solidait-v with the
frcedom struggles of Third World
peoples. They would also have an
intercst in recommending the
expulsion of immigrant workers in
times of crisis. They would have an
inlerest i\ opposing the industriali-
sation of the Third World and forming
a 'protectiorlist bloc' with their own
bosses. Percy and Lorimer obviously
do rtot go so tar itr their line of reason-
ing. But the third.worldist logic is
likely to drag them in that direction.
On the other hand our logic contends
that the working masses of the imper-
ialist countries do not have those
interests at all. Thus they can be won
over to the broadest and most system-
atic intemationalist solidarity.

The strategy of
Permanent Revolution

The Australian SWP, following the
example of the SWP of the United
States, had begun to revise the revolu-
tionary Marxist prognmme by attack-
ing the stmtegy of the permanent
revolution. Developed forms of this
revision can be found in the July 1984
congress resolution of the Australian
organisation. We find this agaln in
Lo mer's report to the August 1985
National Committee.

The July 1984 con$ess resolu-
tion is $eatly confused on this. On
the one hand it takes up again the
proto-Stalinist (Zinovievist, Buka nist),
Stalinist and post-Stalinist formulations
of 'rcvolution by stages': fiIst a ,nat-
ional-democratic revolution' and then
'a socialist revolution charactedsed by
the expropdation of the bourgeoisie'.
The authors of the resolution think
they are polemicising with Ttotsky.
But in reality they are polemicising
only with Ttotsky's positions as

caicaturcd by the fint leaders of the
Soyiet bureaucracy (unfortunately
such caricatures were occasionally
taken up and used by dogmatic and
sectarian representatives of 'TYotskv-
ism' - like the Australian SWP usea
to be years ago!).

TroBky or the Fourth Internation-
al have never put forward the idea
that the permanent rcvolution means
that in the underdeveloped counl,ries
or even in the imperialist countrjes
the task of eliminating all pivate
ownership of the big means of produc-
tion is posed from the nrst day ofthe
seizure of power as the immediate
or even the main task. The very term
'permanent revolution' would have no
sens€ at all if this were the case. You
would be talking about instantaneous
and identical proletarian revolution in
The imperialist and Third World coun-
tries. (5 )

The specificity of the pemanent
rcvolution strategy is above all the
fact that the solution of the classical
tasks of the national-democratic revo-
lution - solution of the agrarian
question, solution of the national
question, solution of the question of
modernisation as a whole - requires
lhe conquest of power by the prolet-
ar.o, supported by the poor peasantry.
In other words it requires the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, the establish-
ment of a workers'state. If we reject
the idea of 'revolution by stages' it
is not because we deny in any way
the primacy of national-democntic
tasks at the beginning of the process
of permanent revolution. Ralher it is

becaus€ we deny cat€gorically the
possibility of accomplishing these
national-democratic tasks under orh€l
forms of gouernment and state power

than those of the dictatorship of the
prcletariaL There is no 'national-
democmtic stage' of the revolution
during which the national'democntic
tasks can be resolved without the
prol€tariat holding state power. Burt
due to the relentless logic of the class
struggle itself, the proletariat cannot
exercise state power without the
beginnings of a ![owing over of the
revolution towards the solution of
socialist tasks. That is the second
particutarity of this sl"rategy. lt is in
this sense that the revolution is'perm
anent': there is no intemrption of
continuity (in other words there is no
possibility of an interlude of a state
other than a workers' state) in moving
from the solution of national'democrat-
ic tasks to the solution of the socialist
tasks of the revolution. Obviously the
fi$t comes before the second but rlot
in an absolute and total sense and
without postponing to a 'second stage'
even the beginnings of socialist meas-
ures. The concrete course of the class
struggle and the real social and political
relationship of forces determine the
pace, the forms and the limits of this
growing{ver process.

The Austnlian SWP July 1984
congrcss resolution introduces a con-
fusion by avoiding being precise

5- The second thesii of "what b
the Permonent Reuohtlioa (Trokhy, 1929)
mohes it $!'tal clear:

'lyith reeord to countrie| with o beloted
bourgeois deuelopment, espe.iallr the colo
aial and semi-coloniol couhtries, the theory
of the permoheht rcuolution siqnities
that the complete and senuine solution of
their t@ks ol achieoins.lemocracr and
notionol emoncipation b conceiuoble only
throueh the dictatoruhip of the proletari-
al or lh? leoder of the subjuSoted notion,
oboue all of its peBont m$ses'
("Permanent &ebolution", p. 152, Neu Park
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about the natuE of the state that has
to carry out the national-demo-
cratic tasks in the imperialist epoch
in the underdeveloped countries, It
avoids making clear whether the
destruction of the bourgeois state, of
the bourgeois anny. of the ruling
classes' political goveming apparatus
and the arming of the workels and
poor peasantsj the creation of a new
state, are preconditions for the
accomplishment of these national-
democratic tasks.

An histoical and empirical rather
than a scholastic approach to the
questions enables us to come to a

rapid conclusion. In Russia. Yu goslavia.

China, Vietnam, Cuba and Nicaragua
it was necessary to destroy the bour-
geoisie's state and army, and the state
of the dictatorship of the proletadat
had to be qeated in order to carry out
the nationaldemocratic tasks of
the revolution. The strategy of
permanent revolution was conftrmed
100 per cent in all these revolutions.
In all those cases wherc opportunist
leadeE of the revolutionary process

had wanted to insert a 'national-demo-
cntic stage' (ftom the point of view of
the government and state Po'\,"er) it
resulted in any often bloody defeat
and the victory of the counter-revolu'
tion.

The 'workers and peasants' govern-

ment' concept does not Provide a

solution to this question. TYue, it can

be used as a synonym for the dictator-
ship of the proletadat But i[ can also

be used as a synonym for a govem'

ment that still functions within
the framework of a bourgeois state.

In the fint case we find no dif-
fercnce with Ttotsky's traditional
oosition on the Permanent revolu-

iion. In the second case there is a

iunilamental difference with this

theorv. a rclapse into Menshevik'

tvDe 
'Dositions insofar as one puts

tli-w,ara tle idea lhat all tasks of the

nationat'democratic revolution can be

r'esoived without the destruction of
the bourgeois state apParatus'

The formulation used bY the Aus-

tmtian SWP, according to which the

atliance with the 'national' bourgeol-

si" ls sala to be a tactical Problem
*ttit" tt " alliance with the peasantry

i( 'st.ratedic' and long-lasting once

"n"in 
aod's", the real Problem The

stiral,egic question is always l'he.ques'

tion of Power, The real questlon ls

i'r,"*fo."'what is the strategic impli'

""tion - the implications in Lhe

domain of the state and govemment

of the vafious altiance tactics'

The whote history of the twentieth
centurv confirms that lactical alliances

that confine the proletariat and its
oartvtiest within the limits oI the
[".in".ii tt"t" lead to the victory of
ihe -counter'revolution. The worker'
peasant alliance, which is absolutely

indispensable in coultries where the
peasantry still forms the majodty or
a significant minority of the toiling
masses! can only lead to the victory
of the revolution if it is achieved
under Lhe leadership of the proletari-
at and in the framework of the dic-
tatonhip of the prcletariat, uhof
euet lhe sloge o[ lhe rcDoLulion tn
terms of the ta6ks to be accomplished
as a prioity.

The task of national liberation was
only accomplished by the Vietnamese
rcvolution through the creation of a
worke$'state. Since the Algerian revo"
lution did not result in the creation of
the dictatonhip of the proletariat
the problem of national independence
is not totally resolved.

Lorimer asks the question: 'Do
you think a qualitative change in the
class nature of the Algeian state under
Ben Bella was necessary for it to
become a full and complete dictator'
ship oi the proletadat?' (SWP Discus-
sion Bulletin No. 9. December 1984).
The rhetofical question ends with at1

analogy with Nicamgua.
But that is Precisely the Point!

Boumedienne's army carried out the
counter-revolutionary coupagainst Ben
Bella. As far as we know. the Sandini'
sta army is not and will not be an

instrument for any sort of counter'
revolution in Nicaragua. At the end of
the road, if one rePlaces the theory
of Dermanent revolution with the
rtreorv of 'revolution bv stages', one

"onfu.", 
u potentially counter-revolu'

iionary army with a revolutionary
army! or one thinks l,hat the same

armv can indifferenl.lv play these two
historical roles successivelY !

The unfortunate Aidit Ipresident of
Indonesian Communist Party shot by
counter-revolutionanes in 1965l
thought the same thing about the Indo"
nesia-n armv (the formulal'ion inci-
.lcnrailv comes from Mao Tse-Tlng
who however was very careful not to
appty it in practice with respect to
Chiang lGi-Chek's army).

Loim€r has still not understood
twentv vears after the event lhat
there 

- 
was no destruction of the

bourgeois army in Algeria and lhere-
fore no initial dictatorship of lhe
oroletariat whereas in Nicaragua
ih"." *^ clearly destruction of this

armv. This shows quite clearly how
ar"h hu has become a victim of
theoretical regression.

The formulation of the 'workels
and Peasants' governmentr or even

-ore .o of 'gore;ment of two classes'

exercising p=ower with equal rights'

resolves 
-nothing because as Lenin

made clear in 
-1921 (Trotsky had

stated this historical truth as early as

1905.6):
.we know flom our own expenence

- and revolutions all over the world
conlirm this if we take the modem

epoch of, say, 150 years - that the
rcsult has always been the same
everywhere: lhe petty bourgeoisie
in general and peasants in particular,
have failed in all their attempts to
rcalise their strength and to direct
economics and politics in their own
way. They have had to follow the
leadenhip either of the proletariat
or the capitalists - there is no middle
way open to them.'(Vl Lenin, Speech
to Congress of Ttansport Workers,
March 27 7927, pp 277-78, collecled
trYorks, Vol. 32).

Brushing aside Lenin's teachings,
our 'visionaries' of today contioue
to hold sway more than sixty years

later. adding wild imaginings about
the 'peasant components' of 'workers
and peasants' governments' that arc
supposed to have been clearly present
in the victorious revolutions of the
twentieth century. But they are
incapable of responding to the simple
question we put to them: so wherc
were these famous 'peasant ministen'
or'Deasant comPonents' in lhe gov-

emmenl that came to Power after the
Russian October revolution, in the
Dost-December I 945 Yugoslav govern-

ment. in the Post-November 1949

ChinesP government. in the Hanoi
government after the Geneva agrce'

ments, in the Castro government

in Cuba, in the Vietnamese govem-

ment after the fusion between Nolth
and So,-th or in the Sandinista
regime in NicaBgua? It is quite

clear we arc dealing with a Purc and
simpie mystification of realitY.

This theoretical regression contras[s
with the good sense of Fidel Castro

who, despite his Pragmatism, does

not hesitage to affirm a few general

theoreticaf truths that are prccisely
the ones the Australian SWP now
reiects:

'But the Peasantry is a class which,
because of the uncull,urcd stal-e in
which it is kcpl and the isolation in

which it lives, needs the rcvolution-
ary and Political leadeEhiP of the

working class and the re!olutlonary
intelleciuals. for without them il'
would not by itself be able to plunge

inrc the struggle and achieve tictory'
IThe Second Declarolion ol Havona'
p 20 Pathnnder Press. New York'
1979 ).

'In Chile ... a socialkt reuolutian
will be necessaty,and I have explained
whv. As an under'developed country,

"-"h"d bv debt, whele broad masses

oi the PoPulation live in the worst
conditions. blows must be struck
asainst the interests of the imperialists'
tie oligarchy. big induslry. the import'
exporitrade and of the bonhs' iI one

wants to get somewhere. if one wants

to give so-mething to the peasant and

worker masses of the country'
'To be able to carly out the struggle

against the oligarchy and against
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imperialism, the support of the
peasant and worker masses must be
won against imperialism .,, And the
worher and peasant masses do not
gie supporl lo onj sorl of bouryeois
reuolution. because the workers and
peasants will not te prepared to
collabomte in the intercsts of an
exploiting class.' (Cranma, March 20,
1966, our tmnslation and emphasis).

Is it not a little sad that these
formulations of Fidel, which reflect
the real experience of dll the revolu-
tio[s of the twentieth century, are
practically identical to those of
'olthodox Trotskyism' ... while the
ex-Trotskyists of the Austmlian SWP.
on the prctext of 'getting closer to
Fidel', are prcclaiming these funda-
mental theses of the permanent
revolution to be false?

Lo mer's repot to the Austmlian
SW?'s August 1985 National Commit-
tee pushes the confusion even further.
On the one hand, in the footsteps of
proto-Stalinist, Stalinist and post-
Stalinist falsifiers, he now explicitly
attributes to Ttotsky and the Fourth
Intemational the idea of a simuLtan-
eous accomplishment of all the nat-
ional-democratic and all the socialist
tasks of the revolution - in other
words the absurd idea according to
which it is necessary to totally ex"
propriate the bourgeoisie the day after
the seizure of power. Needless to say,
you \ill not find a word in lhe basic
wdtings of Ttotskv (Resl1lls ard
Ptusppc ls, The Pcrml n?n t Reuolu I ion.
Thre? Conceplions of the Russian
Reuolution) or in the programmatic
documents of the International Left
Opposition and the Fourth Intema-
tional to prop up such a thesis. The
only thing that Trotsky and rcvolu-
tionary Marxists have always asserted
is that while having taken power to
carry out in the immediate period the
national-democratic tasks of the revo-
lution and some political tasks like the
peace in 1917, the proletariat could
not rebuild a capitalist economy,
could not sacrifice its own class
interests and could not hold off the
Lakir'g of certain socialist measures to
a later stage. (6) Measures of workers'
control were takeB tly the Bolshevik
govemment as early as November
1917. Are these'national-democratic'
or 'socialist tasks'? Not to see the dif-
ference between this position and
a call for the immediate and simul-
taneous exprop ation of the whole
bourgeoisie is only possible for people
who are being dishonest.

But apart from this obvious falsifi-
catioq there is a deepening revision of
the programme. For Lorimer is now
openly talking about the difference
between the 'character of the regime'
in the two 'stages'. The content of
his 'stagism' is revealed when he
refers to the tactical problem of the

Ftente Amplio in Uruguay [see
lnternational Vtewpoint, No 68,
January 28, 19851: While temporary
tactical agreements of the Frenle
Amplto type are certainly possible
an inter-chss gouernment is a trap
into which only unrcpentant opport-
unists, after so many defeats, can
still lead the proleta at and the poor
peasants. An inter-class state is obvious
nonsense. It has never existed and
never will exist.

The question the Australian SWP
leaders must answer is whether a
Frente Amplio govemment or a gov-
emment of the same type, is able to
accomplish tasks of the 'national-
democratic stage' of the rcvolution,
if 'class alliances' must result in gov-
ernments of this type. For us, histodcal
experience has answered once and for
all 'no' to this question.

Some people are ironical about our
assertion that the correctness of the
theory of permarent rcvolution has
tleen confirmed by the victory of the
Yugoslav, Chinese, Cuban and Viet-
namese revolutions as well as by the
defeats of the Bolivian, Chilean,
Algedan, Egyptian, or lmnian revolu-
tions. 'How can you say your ideas are
triumphing when it is others who take
power?' they say.

The irony is totally misplaced. It
rcflects a misunderstanding of the
stakes involved in the dilemma. The
stakes are in the first place strategic
and not organisational. The mass
movement in the underdeveloped
countries has been, is, and will remain
confronted with a clear altemative:
either carry the revolution fotward to
the dictatoEhip of the proletariat or
stop at an intermediate stage. Our
movement has proclaimed for sixty
years that in the fi$t case you are
talking atlout victory and in the
second, inevitable defeat. Events have
confirmed the corectness of this
forecast. Is it a mistake to emphasise
it?

Marx and the Marxists declared
as early as 1848, that the proletarians
of all eountries had a very clear choice

- either folm class-struggle trade
unions and independent political
parties, or be constantly duped bv the
big capitalists. History has proved
them ght. Should we keep silent on
this on the pretext that the class-
struggle trade unions and i[dependent
political parties in many countries
were formed by non-Marxists?

The opposing social
forces on a world
scale

vision of world reality. This is sum-
marised in the following formulation
taken from the 1984 SWP congrcss
!esolution:

'In the present period, the colonial
revolul,ion remains lhe most dynamic
sectot of the wodd revolution, The
underdeveloped countries. which in.
clude the overwhelming majority of
humanitv, are the area in which the
contmdictions of the imperialist
system are sharpest and capitalism's
exploitation is most intense and un-
bearable' ( The Struggle lor Socialism
in the Imperialist Epoch, p 43,
1984).

It is certainly true that capitalist
exploitation is most intense and un-
beaBble in the capitalist underdevel-
oped countries. But it is not true
that it is most intense and unbearable
in the countdes defined as under-
developed. Otherwise, what is the
significance of the victodous social-
ist revolution in countrie! like China,
Vietnam, Cuba and Nicamgua?

If we subtract these countfies.
and above all China, from countries
where the objective remains the col-
onial rcvolution, as you obviously
have to, then the urderdeveloped
capitalist co] 'nlries do not reprcsent
the 'overwhelming ma.iodty of hum-
anity'. They do not even represent t\e
majority.

But even Lhis type of estimation
does noL have a lot of significance in
concrete social and political terms.
What the Australian SWP leadership
wants to really get over when they use
the term 'colonial rcvolution' in the
same way as it is used by third-world-
isl, ideologues is thal, the revolution is
dominated. by soctal forces other than
the prcletariat, and characterised by
forms of organisation and struggle
different from those of lhe Russian
rcvolution.

This vision of the coming revolu-
tion in a certain number of under-
developed count es is thoroughly false.
It does not take into account a key
fact: the semi-industrialisation these
counrries have gone rhrough during
the last decades, with the consequence
that the proletariat today has a much
Feater weight in society as a whole
than it had in China, lndochina,
Cuba. Nicaragua or even in Yugoslavia
al the time when lhese countries
went through the decisive phase of
their revolutions.

Ttue we are talking about a small
number of countries. The big majority
of underdeveloped count es remail
predominantly agdcultuml with a
prepondenntly peasant and'marginal'
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The wrong stmtegic ideas of the
Australian SWP are based on a false

6. Perc! dnil Loimer haue nou
dbcoaered that the number of uose uo*erc
in the piuate sector hail in.reBed frcn I
to 1.5 miTlion in China from 1950 to
1953. ("SWP Di,cu$ion Bulletin", No. 7,
Nouember 1984). Thdt u6 less than 1% of
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population. But this majority in terms
of countries involyes a minority (which
furthermore is shrinking) of the world
population. This minority is declining
particularly in tems of impocl in
world economy and politics. TIrc
countries going through a process of
semi-industrialisation arc among the
biggest undeideveloped countries:
Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, South
Korea, South Africa, pa ially India
and some otheE.

In all these countries, the propor-
tion of the proletariat in the popula-
tion - that is the urban and rural
wage eame$ (and this is the only
correct Marxist definition of the
proletariat) - is today greater lhan in
Russia during the 191? revolution.
(Even in China, 35 per cent of the act-
ive population are today wage earners,
a higher percentage than that of Russia
in 1917. The same thing applies to
India).

In most of these counties, notably
the three main Latin Ame can coun-
tries, South Korea, South Africa,
Thiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, th€
proletaiat already constitutes the
absolute majority of the active
population. And that has a key conse-
que[ce for the world revolution. It
is only today that Marx's prediction
has been fulfilled - that the proletar-
iat would represent the absolute
majority of producen on a world
scale, which was far from the reality
of 1871, 1917 or even 1950. Today
there are about one thousand million
wage eame6 in the world with roughly
the following distribution intemation"
ally: 140 million in capitalist Europe,
120 million in North America, 130
million in the [:SSR, 130 million in
China, 120 million in India, 180
million in the oLher dependent semi'
industrialised count es, 50 million in
Eastem Europe, 50 million in Japan
and the rest in other countries. (7 )

A stmtegy for world revolution
must include this overall analysis of
the opposing social forces and their
social-political dynamic. This has

Che Cuerara and Fidel Castro. (DR)
nothing to do with a 'Eurocentric'
or 'workerist' (in the nauor sense
of the tem) outlook. Lorimefs
report incidentally contains a signifi-
cant slip on this point, He criticises
the resolution adopted at the Eleventh
World Con$ess for having mentioned
a grcwing preponderance of the
working class of the imperialist coun-
,nes in the worldwide class struggle.
Such a formulation cannot be found in
the rcsolution he is criticising. The
latter rcfers to a growing preponder-
ance ol the world proleta at, which
we in no way identify with the pro-
letariat of solely the imperialist
countries. The same formulation is
also used in the Tenth Wodd Congress
resolution.

If we make an objective, unblink-
ered and unprejudiced balance sheet
of what has actually happened in the
last ten years, then the analysis ofthe
Eleventh and Twelfth World Con$ess
resolutions has proved them to be
closer to rcality than the schemas of
the third worldists - not just han,
Nicaragua and Central Ame ca. but
also the Portuguese revolution, the
explosive $r'orkels' struggles in ltaly,
the fall of the dictatorship and rhe rise
of the PT lPartido Ttabahadores -Wotke6 Party I in Brazil, the political
revolution in Poland with the rise of
Solidarnosc and the eruption of mass
struggles in South Africa.

When we Iook at the reality of the
social forces in today's world we
in no way underestimate the import-
arlce of the anti-impefialist and
democmtic motives that continue
(and will continue) to inspire those
involved in mass struggles in the under-
developed countries (and even in cer-
tain impe alist countries). These mo-
tives are still very important. They can
even be dpcisive at certain points in
the struggle. The worker-peasant alli-
ance, the explosive nature ol the land
question and the problem of the
marginalised urban masses remain key
problems for developing a corect
revolutional/ strategy, even in coun-

Reform or Revolution
in the brlreaucratised
workers'states

As we have s€en above, the 'anti-
imperialist axis of the world revolu-
tion' implies a subordination of the
real concems and struggles of the
workers in the bureaucratised workers'
states to alleged 'pdodties' on a world
scale. This false view of the world
revolution includes a wrong perception
of social and political reality in these
states, parallel to the incorrect con-
ception of leality in the underdevel-
oped countries:

'The majority thus puts the task
in relation to the state machine,
particularly its reprcssive apparatus -
army, police - in a post-capitalist
country like Poland on the same
plane as the task confronting the
workeN of an impedalist country
like Australia. This is an eEoneous
and extrcmely dangerous position.

'In a bureaucratised socialist state,
the repressive apparatus has a dual
role and character. It is used to defend
the social conquests of the proletar'
iat, the new socialist forms of prcp'
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7- The|e figures include the unem
ploled in the imDeriolist countries, the
lohdl"ss aEricu|uNl uoze lobourcr. h
lndio and the othe. copitolbt countries of
the Third Wotlil 6 uell os the wase labout-
en of th.6tote fams (souhhozu) in the
USSn ond China- This conforms to the
Marxbt definition of the protetariat-
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tries like Bmzil, Mexico, South Korea
and South Afica where the proleta-

at is already the absolute majority of
the working population,

But the relative weight of the anti-
imperialist and anti-capitalist motives
behind the mass struggles inevitably
changes if the proletariat goes from
15-20 per cent to 50-60 per cent of
the aclive population. not to mention
its preponderant influence among
those involved in clearly revolutionary
struggtes. Il the rcle of its own
demands is blurred or held back
systematically within these struggles,
then these struggles themselves are
continually checked and fragmented.
Any strategy in which the mobilisation
of the urban masses, and thercfore
their self-organisation and self-defence,
does not hold the preponderant place
in the struggle, is condemned to failure
in those countries, What is going on
in South Africa is a striking confirm-
ation of this analysis and prognosis.
T'he third-worldist vision underlying
the 'anti-imperialist axis of the world
revolution' notion is a schema which,
for above all, objective reasons, corres-
ponds less and less to reality, to the
actua.l unfolding of the class struggle
on a world scale.

V,.,
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The plattonn at the tuent!-fitth congress of the Souiet Communist Part!, March 1976 (DR)

erty against imperialism, and it is

used by the bureaucratic oligarchy
to protect its material pdvileges and
monopoly of political power against
the working class. The Soviet army
for example has not only been used
to suppress working-class struggles
for socialist democracy as in Hun-
gary and Czechoslovakia, but also
ro stop capitalist restoration. as in
World War II.

'This dual nature of the repressive
appamtus of the bureaucratised social-
ist states means that one cannot,
in adrance, say that this apparatus
as a whole will have to be destroyed
in order for a genuine and radical
democratisation to occur. As the
experience of the Hunga an uprising
of 1956 showed, some sectious of the
repressive appamtus will most prob-
ably have to be destroyed - those,
such as the secret police that arc
highly privileged and identify most
closely with the bureaucracy against
the workels. But this cannot be said
of the whole repressive apparatus.
This was shown b) the Hungarian
expedence wherc whole units of
the army, including the officels,
'went over to the workers' side against
the bureaucratic oligarchy. Whether
sections of the state apparatus will
have to be destroyed will be decided
by struggle, by whether they stand
in the way of the working class carry-
ing through a radical democratisation.'
("The future of the SWP'S intema-

tioml relations", The SwP and the
l'outth International, Pathfinder,
Australia, 1985, p 45).

The term 'socialist' state is a theor-
etical monstrosity that breaks with
all Marxist tradition from MaIx to
Lenin and Ttotsky. Like the formula-
tion 'actually existing socialism', dear
to Stalinists and post.Slalinists. it is

the best propaganda and ideological
weapon one can today hand over to
capitalism and imperialism. It is the
main anti-socialist foil for the immense
ma.ioity of worken in the imperialist
countries. the bureaucratised workers'
states and in most of the semi-indust-
rialised dependent countries. Their
reacrion can be summed uP in a lew
words: 'If that's socislism, then
they can have it!',

The formulation. 'dual role of the
repressive apparatus', is abstmct
and confused. It leaves out a decisive
aspect of the problem: lhe ducl
function of the repressiue apparatus
neuer operates in practice at any giuen
moment in an euenhanded, 50-50
uoy. When there is direct military
aggession against the USSR - more
generally in a war situation - the
function of the Soviet army to defend
the collective ownership of the means
of production is evidently predomi-
nant. But no honest pe6on can argue
that since the imperialists still exkt,
since the imperialist armies live on and
since we are in a period of inten.
sive rearmament, then it follows that

during the 1956 Hungarian revolution,
the 1968'Pmgue Spring' or the Polish
political revolution in 1980-81, the
Soviet armed forces (and the Polish
army) had as a dominant futction
'the defence of the USSR' against an
attempt by imperialism to restore
capitalism in the USSR (i.e. against
an invasion that did not take place
and was not on the agenda in the shot
or medium term). This 'thrcat' was
just a mystification, a crude justifi-
cation of anti'working class repres-
sion by the bureaucracy and its apol-
ogists.

It is therefore much more co[ect
to say that in an open conflict with
imperialism the USSR's represive
apparatus defends above all what
remains of the conquests of October,
while in an open conflict with the
masses it defends above all the bureauc-
racy's pdvileges and monopoly of
power.

Another confusion cluttedng uP
the Australian SWP'S argument is

lhat belween Lhe necessity of having
a state apparatus under the dictator'
ship of the prolelariat - thal is the
impossibility of achieving the wilher-
ing away of the state with a single

blow, even today in the USSR Iollow-
ing a victorious potitical revolution -
and the corrupt, degenerated.
burcaucmtised existing state appara-
tuses, which are hated by the masses.

A trade-union apparatus (of a smaller
size) will certainly sti[ be necessary
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after the anti-burcaucratic political
revolution. But after the Hungarian,
Czech and Polish experiences we can
predict with certainty that such an
apparatus will be bom out of the
complete destruction of the trade-
union apparatus tied to the bureauc-
racy and its replacement by an
apparatus elected by working people,

The same lemark can be made
concerning the apparatus that plans
and manages the economy. To think
that, depending on the individual
attitudes of dircctoI5, enginee$, econ-
omists etc., the existing apparatus
will be maintained at 80, 50 or 30 per
cent is to undeEtand nothing about
the naturc ol the burcaucBtic appara-
tus as such or about workers'manage-
ment of the economy, which the mas'
sive majoity of workers wish to sub-
stitute for burcaucratic management.

The Iatter has been demonstmted
in the concrcte experiences of all
the beginnings of political revolu'
tions that we have witnessed. What
about the legal apparatus? Do Lorimer/
Percy want to leave intact the appara-
tus of the Culag and the repressive
psychiatdc asylums, including the
judges who sent pdsoners there,
'as long as'all this fine company'go
over to the side of the workers' on
th€ day after the political revolution?
We promise them an agrceable time.
If they find even 1 per cent ol workers
in the Eastern European countries
supporting this 'strategic line' it
would be a lot.

How about the 'cultural appara-
tus', especially the censols? Do
Lofimer/Percy want to 'redeem' the
'good' censors, the 'good' manipula-
to$ of the press, theatle, cinema,
television, school textbooks or of
scientific research, provided they
choose the fight side during the up-
rising of the masses. Would it not
be bette! to demand in advance the
total ending olall these abominations,
as demanded by the huge majo ty of
manual and intellectual workers and
as required in the interest of the real
effective building of socialism is

not this the ABC of Marxism?
What we have said here about these

appamtuses also applies to the military
apparatus. It is a crude sophism to
assert that 'since' entire units of the
Hungarian army did in fact go over to
the side of the people in 1956, then
we must not say in advance that the
Stalinist army apparatus should be
destroyed. The Stalinisl, army in
Hungary was destroyed from top to
bottom during the revolution. Another
atmy. another appsratus were built in
its place. The Kremlin undentood
this so well that it had the leadeN
of this military revolution, Pal Maleter,
Imre Nagy and Geza Lozonszci,
condemned to death in a Eecret trial
and assassinated (their main 'crime'

concemed thei! military tesponsibili-
ties). Failure to undelstand this
irleparable necessity with respect to
the Polish army was one of Solidar-
nosc's most serious ideological and
political weaknesses, if not the most
seious, leading dircctly to its
December 1981 defeat.

Let us repeat once again: elimina-
ting the plesent repressive appantuses
in the USSR and the other bureauc-
mtised workels'states does not at
all 'disarm' these states against imper-
ialism. It means removing the pdncipal
obstacle to the victory of the political
revolution. (8) these apparatuses can
and must be replaced by new armed
apparatuses (or structures), A militia
army electing its own commanders
would rcplace today's permanent army
that any$ray is headed by an unpop-
ular officer caste increasingly cut off
from the soldiels and likely to tdgger
off sedous intemal corlflicts, This
militia would be linked to highly
technical units that are necessary fol
opemting sophisticated weapons, but
under the control and protechon of
the people. We are convinced that such
a new army, a true workers' and Peas-
ant a!my, would be ten times as

effective in protecting the USSR
against imperialism than the present
army of the bureaucracy. (9)

Underlying the Australian SWP'S
wrong analysis of the burcaucEtic
apparatuses in the USSR is a system-
atic and sedous underestimation of
the conhadictions, tensions and
crises in this country (and the othe!
bureaucmtised workeE' states) caused
by the bureaucmcy itself. It is not
an exaggention to say that the threats
hangilg ovel the collective property
relations and the planning of the econ-
omy due to wastage, corruption and
more general dysfunctioning of bur-
eaucratic management, arc far greater,
at least in the short and medium term,
than the thrests from the capitalists
and their armies (although the two are
obviously linked on the historical
scale).

The leaders and ioumalists of the
SWP, Direct Acr,on and various
other publications of the Austmlian
SWP, have to systematically prettify
the economic, social, political &nd
cultural reality of the USSR in older
to deny this evident stale of affairs.
They have to present an image with

less and less relationship to any
reality. Like the unfortunate 'friends
of the Soviet Union' of the 1933-
1963 period they thereby condemn
themselves to fall short of the much
more sober image of Sovet reality
that the bureauciatic leaders them-
selves have to depict from time to
time when such and such slightly
more sober irfiage of Soviet reality
that the bureaucratic leaders them-
they co[demn themselves to be
caught with their trousels down
each time such criticisms do not
come from 'secta an Ttotskyists'but
directly from Moscow. Andropov
statrd that one-third of the annual
work-houls in Soviet industry (or
the economy) are paid at a total
economic loss - that is, do not cor-
respond to any sort of production,
Top Kremlin dignitaries recognise
that avenge Soviet economic growth
rates have been declining iu a nearly
constaflt way for more than thirty
yea$. Gorbatchov has declared that a
rad,ical teform of the whole system of
economic management is an urgenl
and uital necessity for the USSB and is
demanded by the whole people.
Khrushchev proclaimed that Stalin had
killed at Ieast 12 million people -
including a million communists. But
we find no trace of those facts in the
AustElian SWP literature. We do find
pueile, apoiogetic outpourings of the
following type:

'It should be stressed that Soviet
citizens' diets have long been ade-
quate (!) nutritionally. The aim of
the food program is to improve
the variety of foods available and
boost supplies of such highly regaded
commodities as meat, fish, eggs

and dairy products.
'Even if measured in terms of these

"prestige" (!) foods, the current Soviet
died is far from inferior. Already in
1975-77 Soviet citizens consumed
an average of 51.1 grams of animal
protein daily - approaching the
European average of 52,8 grams, and
well above the figure for countries
such as Italy.

'CuIIent per capita meat consump-
tion in the Soviet Union (about 61
kilo$ams yearly) is spproximately the
same as in Bfitain. lf there is

abundance of meat in British shops
while Soviet shops are often sold out,
it is largely because meat is

.-- To beliel'e thot this stqte b cdpdble
of Deocefullv "uithetine dwav i. to lite
in o uotld ol theoPtical delittun- the
Bonopsrtist co6te must bc sm@hed- thc
iouiir stote must b? reE?neroted. onlv
th.n will the prcspPcli of lhc withering
owd! of the state oPen uP .

(L. Trotsh!,'The Bonopottist Philosophv
of the State', in "Writings of Leon Tro$hv
1938'39." Dp. 321,322,324, 325).

g In donr utitinEs. Pdrtrcularlr
"Reuolution BetrdvQd , Trotskv exploin?d
the ruDeriorilt (includinc dilildrr'
nilit dn /ioliticol t oJ th? militio ormv ouer
tha Btdndinc ormv.
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8. 'of course. no one uiU alenr the
need of on inte\isence sertice osdinst the
intngues of impetiolisd. But the c.ux of
the auestion k in the po'ition occupied
b! th" oreons of this intplliepnce seruicP
in rclotion to the Souiet .itizeis them-

... As o matter of fdct, it is uell hnoun
thot th? GPU destroys not.pies o4d imperi-
dlist aeents but the political opponenb of

... The Bonoportist dppototus of the
stote i5 thu6 an orson for defending bu.
edu.roltc thi?ucs and plundererc of notion'
al uedlth. Thi6 theorctical lormula come$
much cl6er to the truth.
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too expensive for many British work,
ing{lass families to buy regularly.(10)
In the Soviet Union, meat prices are
heavily subsidized. and supplies are
snapped up soon after they hit the
shelves.' (11) (Geoff Streeton in
Direct Action,May 29, 1985)

'Western "Kremlinologists" con-
tinually push the idea that the Soviet
economy is in deep crisis ... This
however is simply wishful thinking.
There is no economic cisis in the
USSR.' (David Holmes in Direcl
,4ction, July 31,1985)

'... The recent (!) decline in the
rate of $owth of the Soviet econ-
omy (12) is in part due to a shift
of investment to consumer industries
that has brought about a significant
rise in the standard of living of
worke$ and peasants ..." (The Sttug-
gle for Socialism in the Imperialist
Epoch, p 67).

This whole fairy-tale fantasy of
Soviet reality culminates in the report
filed by the delegation of SWP youth
who werc at the summer 1985 Youth
Festival ir Moscow (Direcl .4ction,
August 28, 1985):

'From the buses on our wa]' in
from the airyort, Moscow looked
surpisingly like any other big city,
except for one thing. The eltire route
was lined with banne$ in the festival
colors, carrying the main slogan:
"For anti-imperialist solidadty, peace
and friendship"...

'Formal meetings aside, the oppor-
tunies to meet and discuss with otheE
was limited only by the number of
houls in the day ... And it seemed
that the whole of Moscow wanted to
be part of it. No matter where you
were or what time it was, if you
looked like a festival delegate, you
were constantly stopped by local
citizens wanting to know where you
were from, offering assistance, or
wanting to exchange gifts.'

This prose is not only ridiculous.
It is repugnant from a proletarian
point of view. For our innocents
abroad apparently did not notice
that Soviet workers work 20 per cent
more hours in a year than their
counterparts in imperialist countries,
for a wage 35 to 50 per cent lower.
They failed to notice that the number
of industrial accidents is a good sight
higher whilst the h€alth care - not to
mention Iife expectancy - of the
Soviet worker is considerably worse
than for workels in those impedalist
countries - except the USA - where
the workers' movement has managed
to wrcst a high level ofsocial insurance,
secudty from capital. Our visitols
have not noticed that if Sovi€t workers
put out a leaflet to denounce abuses
by their factory director, they worild
be dragged in ftont of the courts if
they are not interned as 'mad'. They
did not notice that in Moscow.

thousands of sick and inwlid
poor people Iack modem medicines
and prostheses (i.e. artificial limbs)
which the bureaucrats easily acquire
for themselves. They did not happen
to s€e that in the USSR 40 million
retired pelsons, disabled and widows
have to survive with a misenble
monthly income of fifty roubles -
equivalent to what a highly placed
bureaucrat occasionally spends on
a single luxury banquet! They did not
even notice that not a single book
critical of the leade$hip or of the
bureaucracy's ideology is on sale in the
trookshops.

This lack of perceptiveness says
more on the education currently re-
ceived by Australian SWP members
and sympathisers than a hundrcd
articles still 'critical' of Stalinism. In
reality Percy/Lo mer's underestima,
tion of the structuml cdsis unsettling
Soviet society and the dead weight of
the buleaucracy Ieads them Iogically
to drop the political revolution from
their perspectives and programme.
It is replaced by a vague hope of
'radical democratisation' of society
under the combined effect of the
bureaucmcy's self-reform and pressurc
from below, or even as an 'organic'
product of economic growth and
rising cultural level of the population.
But the whole experience of the last
thirty yea$ in the USSR, Eastem
Europe and in China, illustmtes the
fallacy of such a hope.

What the Australian SWP leader-
ship no longer u[deEtands, given its
'reformist' position on the bureauc-
racy, is that the perspective of the
anli-bureaucntic political revolution is
not just one of Tlotsky's 'fads' or a
sectarian point of honour for the
'Ttotskyists of the Fourth Interna-
tional', but the inevitable result of
the $owing tension between the
masses and the bureaucmcy, once the
masses emerge from their passivity.

Everything that happened in the
CDR, Hungary. Czechoslovakia.
Poland and China - successive exam-
ples of very broad mass mobilisations
and acl,ions against the bureaucracy -
confirms this analysis. ?he necessity
of d.estroying the bureaucrctic appara-
tuses corresponds to the worher$'
ospirations, to the internal logic of
their mass mobilisations ss much as to

The Sandinista take Managua (L .\,)

the objectiue needs of a neu a(','dnce
to socialism - that is the vedict
of history. This is why it is part of
out programme, and not due to some
dogmatic prejudice.

Now we undeNtand bette! what
is the lundamental difference betwe€n
the Iine of the Australian SWP and
the Fourth Intemational. The starting
point for our int€ryeltior in all three
sectors of the world revolution is
the real aspirations of the masses,
particularly the proletarian masses.
We make every effort to spur on and
lead these condete mobilisations to
victory. We put forward the need for
independent self{rganisation. l'he
SWP'S line is to subordinate - certain-
ly it is still in its first stages, a telrd-
ency, but it is likely to get stronger
in the future - Lhese actual aspira-

11. The.e fieurc, dre fobe. ln reolitr
the ahnuol meot con.umption per copitd
in the USSE reoched o ceilins of sirt! kilos
totue leoft ago. On over.Se il b 50% hieher
in capitalnJt Eurcpe. It b aO kilos in ItolJ
and Greot Bntain.

12. Here ore the averoce onnuol grcuth
ftta i4 notiondl income, by 5 reor plon,
prooideil br the officiol Souiet statistics:
1951-1955: t1.2%
1956 1960:9.2%
1961-1965:6.6%
1966-1970:7.75%
197 )-1975: 5.75%
1976-1980:4.75%
19al -19A5: 3 5 09.
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)O- Here each sentenc. controdicts the
pfeuiout one, as b generullr the c6e with
opologist udtin86. If food 'hos long been
adeauate nuttitionollr' uhy is it nece$ary
to sharply increBe the wrietr? If the
?Ilort cehtrq on morc uotiei! looil6., i.e.
on real nutritionol needs. then btu cott
them 'prcstiee foods ? If houreutues .nop
up' meot ftum the shops is it becouse
medt pica are subsidized or becquse
meat i6 rare (thot is, becouse rcol needs a.e
not Bdtbfieil)? Bread prices o.e olso
subidized, houeter theft ore no aueues
in front of the boher! shop, ond breoat is
not 'snopped up @ soon o, it hit6 the
Bhelue6', etc- etc-
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tions and mobilisations to dogmatic-
ally pre+stablished'axes','pdorities',
'stages' and'impossibilities', which
give the would-be vanguard party the
right to dictate to the workers not
only what they must demand but also
what they cannot demand for the
time being.

The functional character
of socialist democracy

The Australian SWP's growing hesi'
tations and retreats with respect to
the anti-bureaucratic political revolu-
l,ion have been marked by an incrcasing
opposition to our programme of
socialist democracy, such as it is taid
down in the theses 'Dictatorship
of the Proletafat and Socialist Democ-
racy', approved by the Eleventh World
Congress and deflnitivety adopted by
the Tvelfth World Congless of
the Fourth Intemational.

The Lorimer report reproaches us
for identifying socialist democracy
with the existenc€ of party pluralism
and insisting on the fact that only
when this plulalism really exists can
you have real socialist democmcy.

'But, as we've pointed out in
our Cuba resolution, the ideal situa-
tion, the goal we stdve for, is not a
multi-party system, but a system of
peoples power in which the masses
have the ght to form different
parties, but in which tevolutionary
Marxists seek to win, by penuasion,
the masses to support only one
party - the revolutionary Marxist
pafiy,' (The Socialist worhers Party
and the Fourth International, p 44).

And for Percy/Lorimer to accuse
us of being 'normative'! (13) ftue,
in an ideal wotld, where the prole-
tariat is totally homogeneous, where
no hostile social pressure is exerted
against it, where it is non-stratified
economically, where it is continually
and totally politically active, where
lhe revolutionary Marxist party is
pedect, never makes mistakes and is

100 per cent democmtic - in such
an imaginary world therc would ob-
viously be only place for one party
duling the dictatorship oi the pro'
letadat, since by definition it would
reprcsent the whole of the proletariat.

Unfotunately, this world of per-
fect universal harmony inside the
proletariat has not existed in the past.
It exists nowhere today. Our modest
opinion is that it will never exist in the
future either. So what is the point of
pursuing an'ideal' and'normative' aim
which we know in advance is unob-
tainable?

In the real, bad wodd in which we
live and wherc we must nevertheless
accomplish the world socialist revolu-
tion, the proletariat is economically
stratified, socially heterogeneous, and
politically diffetentiated (in pafticular
as a function of its tmditions,
histoical past, indeed the origins of
its differeut layers and currents). In
this same real, bad wo d, social pres-
suie is constantly exerted on the pro-
letariat to which different layers and
currents rcact in quite different
ways. Consequently even the best of
rcvolutionary parties will never be
but one fraction of the proletariat
(cetairily it will try to be the majority
party but that is scarcely guaran-
teed in adrance once and for all). This
same party, far from being infallible,
will make a lot of erro$. It will never
be perfectly democratic but will
experience the beginnings of bureauc-
ratisation and will regularly be
tempted to manipulate the masses
in a patemalist way.

In these real conditions of the
establishment and consolidation of the
dictatoEhip of the proletariat and the
initial phase of building socialism,
the real objective must therefore be
authentic political reprcsentation ol
the proletariat as a whole, which is

impossible without the floudshing of
political, ideological and cultunl
pluralism for the masses. This is the

precondition for an adequate function-
ing of the workers' councils, bodies of
people's power or soviets. Without this
sort of pluElism worke$ will not be
able to really wield po$rer. They will
not be able to decide on the big
problems of economic, social, cultural
and international policy, because all
these questions cannot be rcsolved in
the workplace or on a local level. AIl
these questions imply a choice be-
tween cohercnt altematives on a
national level (and even incrcasingly
intemationally). When you talk of
such coherent alternatives you are
dealing with different political plat-
forms, precisely in other words about
political plumlism.

So, plunlist socialist democracy,
far from being noruative,is functional.
Far from being some son of concession
to the bourgeoisie. petty bourgeoisie.
or to Social Democmcy, it corre-
sponds to the interests of the proletar-
iat. It facilitates a better knowledge of
the real aspirations and opinions of
differcnt laye$ of worke6. The
authentic needs of the masses and
their different fractions can be deter-
mined. lt enables the better planning
of prcduction, bdnging closer together
working people's genuine preferences
in the field of productive effort and
consumption. It helps as much as
possible to avoid political erlols and,
once these errors have been made
(which is i:,evitable), they can be
corrected as quickly as possible,

In [he real wofld in which we
live, ard not the world of unive$al
harmony imagined by the Australian
SWP leaders, political pluralism is a

necessary and indispensable guarantee
against the bureaucratisation of the
revolutionary party, of the workers'
state and of tmnsitional society,
an indispensable condition Ior the
most effective struggle fo! socialism.

This was the conclusion Ttotsky
drew afte! twenty yea$ experience
of the history of the Russian revolu-
tion:

'The prohibition of oppositional
parties brought after it the prohibi-
tion of factions. lhe prohibition of
factions ended in a prohibition to
think otherwise than the infallible
leaders. The police'manufactured
monolithism of the party resulted in
a bureaucratic impunity which has
become the source of all kinds of
wantonness and corruption.' (Reuoru-
tton Betrayed, p 104-5, New Park
Edition).

And Trotsky is just as clear concern-
ing freedom of the press:
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13. Thb b not the onlt coae of in-
ooluntarr irony in Lorimerb report. He
reprooches us for not siuins enough tinc
to concrete problemt of portlbuilding of
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'Nonetheless, in this instance, too,
if the special measurcs [taken in a
situation of civil war - E.M.] are
extended until they becoDe an endur-
ing pattem, they in themselves carry
the danger of getting out of hand and
of the wolkers' bureaucmcy gaining
a political monopoly that would be
one of the Eources of its degenen-
tion.

'We have a living example of such
a dynamic before us in the detestable
suppression of lreedom of speech and
of the press that is now lhe rule in
the Soviet Union. This has nothing to
do with the intercsts of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat. On the con-
tlary, it is designed to protect the
interests of the new goveming caste
from the worker and peasant opposi-
tion ... all currents of public opinion
that have not taken up arms against
the dictatoEhip of the proleta at
must be given the opportunity to
express themselves freely. It is the
duty of the workers' state to make
ayailable to them, in prcportion to
their numbels, all the technical means
they may require, such as presses,
paper, and transport.' ("The Freedom
of the hess and the Working Class",
Writin$ of Leon Trotshy 1937-38,
Pathfinder Press, New York).

It has to be recognised that Rosa
Luxembourg prcdicted in an impres-
sive way as early as 1918 the danger
of a worsening bureaucmtisation con-
sequent on the ending of political
plumlism:

'Lenin and Tlotsky presented the
soviets in the place of representative
assemblies elected in general elections
as the only real representation of the
working masses. But with the elimi-
nation of political life in the whole
country, life in the soviets also must
become more and more paralysed.
Without geneml elections, without
freedom of the press and unbridled
exprcssion and without the battle of
free opinion, life is snuffed out of each
public institution. Political life be-
comes non-existent, only the bureauc-
racy remoins an acliue element in
each institution. Public life steadily
goes dead, several dozen palty leadeE
... lead and govem, and an elite from
the working class is convened to
assemblies from time to time to
applaud the leaders' speeches and
unanimously to endorse the proposed
rcsolutions ...' (Ttanslated from the
original Getman Zur Russischen
Reuohttion, p 362, Gesammelte
Schriften, Vol. 4, Berlin, 1974. Our
emphasis).

Rosa Luxembourg was doub essly
mistaken in not sufficiently raking
into account inevitable restrictions on
democratic dghts due to the civll
war conditions. She was clearly
mistaken in criticising Lenin and

TYotsky for taking measures defini-
tively eliminating political parties -
which had not been taken at all in
1918. Political pluralism survived in
Russia until at least 1921. She was
also in erlor in presupposing that
political life in the Bolshevik party
and the trade unions u/ould remain
limited to a few dozen leaders. Ilt fact
this activity still involved tens of
thousands of workers and activists
for a decade - to an extent that
was unfortunately too limited to stop
effectively the process of bureauc-
ratisation. But having said all that,
Luxembourg correctly defined the
fundamental dsk and traced out the
genelal histoical tendency. History
has confirmed it: v/ithout political
pluralism there is no genuine soviet
power, no authentic exercise of power
by the working class, no true cor'Itrol
and verification of governmenl deci-
sions by the masses. Consequently
there is accumulation and deepening
of errors, economic dysfunctioning,
the gowing inefficiency of govem-
ment policy, increasing obstacles to
the consolidation of the dictato$hip
of the proletariat and to the building
of socialism, an accentualion of in-
equality and the danger of bureauc'
Btisation of the party, the state and
the whole society.

Lodmer attacks us for finding
support in the experience of Nicara-
gua, which for us confirms the corrcct-
ness of our positions on political
pluralism. He sets us the following
question:

'WIat happens when the Sandin-
istas, as they may have to as the war
deepens, ban the other parties, all of
which to one degree or another
are opposed to their revolutionary
govemment and aid the contras in
one way or another? Witl the comrades
... drcp their enthusiasm for the
Sandinistas and adopt the same
Iukewarm attitude toward them that
they have toward the Cubans?' (?fte
SWP and. the Fourth Intertwttonal,
p 44).

We have no difficulty in replying
to this question. If in the cou$e of
the civil war the Sandinistas ban
parties which are participating in
armed struggle against the workeN'
state or clearly suppoting it, we
would be in favour of this ban. Our
theses on socialist democracy clearly
lay down this elementary principle, in
line with elementary common sense.
(14)

But if, after the end of the civil
war and the consolidation of workeN'
power. Lhe ban targets opposition
parties involved in no military or
terrodst action against the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, which are
banned only because - to take up
Lodmer's elegant lormulation - 'they
oppose the go'lremment in one way

or anothe/, in other words, because
they ore opposition parties, propos-
ing another political position, then
we would criticise this measure as

colltlary to the inteiests of the work-
ers and poor peasants of Nicaragua.
The criticism would be fratemal
since we have enormous respect lor
the revolutionary qualities and medts
of the Sandinista comrades. But it
will be a frank and open criticism,
based on our deeply held conviction
that is founded on at least seventy
years of contemporary revolutionary
expedence, if not on more than a
century's experience of the intema-
tional workers' movement. We would
say to the Sandinista comrades that
such a decision was a srep backwards
compaied to the excellent and exem-
lary principles on the matter they
defended in 1984.

We adopt exactly the same attitude
to the Cuban leadenhip. When, at
the time of the struggle against the
Anibal Escalante micro-ftaction, Fidel
Castro proclaimed that the revolu-
tion must be a school of unfettercd
thought, we enthusiastically applauded
this correct principted position, prom-
ulgated for the fust time by a recog-
nized leader of a workers' state. But
when they began in practice, above
all under the pressurc from the SoviFt
bureaucracy, to severcly limit the
public theoretical and potitical deb-
ates, when the books of Tfotsky,
Rosa Luxembourg, the main Bolshevik
leaden, contemporary socialist artd
Maxist theoleticians who are co.r-
sidered'nonronformist' in Moscow's
eyes, even Yugoslav and Chinese
leaden, began to disappear ftom the
public bookshops in Cuba, we said
this was a regression and not progress.
This retrogmde step damages the
interests of the Cuban and intemat-
ional revolution. Do the Australian
SW? leaden have a different opinion?
Do they think it is so good, maybe
a step forward, that their own writings
are no longer freely sold in Cuba?

Without freedom of thought, dis-
cussion and conftontation between
different opinions, it is much more
difficutt to work out the coEect rray
forward on any sort of Political or
theoretical problem. This is not just
the verdict of history. It lras also Marx
and Engels' starting point. Engels
vrote to Bebet: 'The Party needs
socialist science and the latter can
only develop in liberty'. This declam-
tion found a delayed aod melancholy
echo in the USSR. I'he father-figure
of Soviet nuclear physics, the great

14- In Augut 1936. ue hnow of no
social democrct or libertaridn who rccom-
mehded freedom for the faldne*t. and
other fascbt grouw. inuolued in dn amed
strugele to the fini'h aeainst the proletariat,
to publbh their neuspapers in Madriil ot
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scientist Kapitsa, stated in 1967: 'Our
vouth no longer know how to discuss:
it must releam this art from its grand-
parcnts who made the October revolu'
tion.' Yes indeed.

done the same thing in 1968?
Comrade Doug Jenness, rcPlyitlg

to the Australian SWP \n Interconti'
nental Press, unfortunately fotlo ws

suit by attributing to the whole ol
the Fourth Intemational the
following opinion, supposedly
expressed iust after the Cuban revolu-
tion, that is, at the 1963 ReunificaLion
C,ongress.

The sains of the Cuban workers and
p"^"rti at" alleged l,o have helped the
Fourth International to unde$tand

'The decisive weight in world politics
of the worke$'state i[ the Soviet
Union. Without that revolutionary
conquest the Cuban revolution would
not have been able to survive. This has

richly reconfirmed the historic view of
the Fourth Intemational that the
progressive character of the workers'
states in the Soviet Union, Eastern
Europe, and China is a far more
weighty factor for the world revolu-
tion than the obstacles represented by
the Stalinist bureaucracies.' Iour
emphasisl (Intercontinentol Pre$,
September 23, 1985, p 561).

No such position can be found in
any document from the Reunifica'
tion Congress, in any document fiom
a previous or later congress of the
Fourth International or in any United
States SWP official political document
in the period of the 1960s and 1970s.
In fact the exact opposite opinion is

often put forward.
We considered at the time, and

we continue to think so today, that
the counter-revolutionary role of the
Soviet bureaucracy rreighs more heavily
on world history than the objective
positive effects (undeniable, as we
have always accepted) of the survival
of the workers'state. It is difficult to
challenge this judgement in the light
of an overall view of what has happened
in the last sixty years.

Stalin, his successoE and the
Statinist bureaucBcy, have an over-
whelming responsibility for such
catastrophes as the following:

- the defeat of the 1927 Chinese
revolutiou

- Hitler's coming to power in
1933t

- the defeat of the 1936-37
Spanish revolution;

- the blocki[g of the levolu-
tionary upsurge in France;

- the sl.ifling of the historic
possibility of setting up a mass labour
party in the United States in the
1936'39 period;

- the outbreak of the World
War in 1939;

- the heaw defeats of the Red
Army in 1941;

- the restoring of the capitalist
state and economy in France and
Italy in 1945-48;

- the defeat of the Greek revolu-
tion;

the stabilisation of the regime
bourgeois Congress Party inof the

India;

'Campism' and the
present world
situation

Fired by a growing scePticism
about the revolutionary potential
of the working class and in practice
discounting revolutionary pe6pectives
in the imperialist countfes and the
bureaucatised workers' states, at least
in the foreseeable future, the Austra-
lian SW? teade$hip is led to look
for substitutes for the more than
65 per cent of the world proletariat
who thus disappear in practice as the
subject of the unfolding world reYolu-
tion. This substitute is the 'socialist
camp', all the 'socialist states' as the
SWP leaders now put it.

Thus the resolution adopted bY the
1984 SWP congess uses the formula-
tion 'three sectoE of the world reYolu'
tion', but to the conflict betwee[
the proletariat and the impedalist
bourgeoisie on the one hand and that
betr.eeE the oppressed nations and
imperiatism on the other, the resolu-
tion adds 'the struggle between the
Socialist States and imperialism' (?/te
Struggle for Socialism in lhe Imperi'
alist Epoch, p 15). Support is found
for this formulation in the quotal,ion
from Lenin dating ftom 1920 that we
have aheady mentioned above - but
they forget a small detail: the bureauc-
ratic degeneration of the Soviet state
since then. Ramming home the same
vision of the role of the wolkers' states
in the world today, the rcsolution
condemns as a 'se ous erro/ the
national liberation struggles' refuial
'to establish links with the socialist
states'. (p 16)

Onc€ again a slight detail is over-
looked. If the Soviet bureaucracy
demands as the price of these 'links'
political capitulation, alignment on the
diplomatie needs and economic re-
quirements of the Kremlin, destruc-
tion of the political ildependence
of these 'movements' and their leade$,
including those that consider them-
selves communist, or indeed eliminating
the autonomous organisation of the
masses, should concessions be made in
order to 'establish' or 'maintain'
these links? Were Tlto and the Yugo-
slav CP wrong not to follow Stalin's
diktats? Were Mao and the Chinese CP
wrong to refuse to follow similar
diktats from Khruschev and Brezhnev?
Is it necessary to 'establish' and
'maintain' 'links' at any price? Would
not the Czech CP have had to have

- the absence of a credible
socialist perspective for the United
States masses;

- the bloody defeat of the
lndonesian and Chilean revolutions;

- the failure of the MaY 1968
French geneBl strike;

- the failure of the 1974-75
Portuguese revolution;

- not to mention Lheir responsi-
bility for qushing proletadan mass

movements in Hungary, Czechoslo'
vakia and Poland.

Can this negative balance sheet
be counterbalanced by the protection
accorded to the Cuban and Vietnam-
ese revolutions?

Does it have to be repeated once
again that oll victories of popular
revolutions since the Second World
War have been possible because the
Ieaderships of these revolutions -
whether odginating or not from the
Stalinist cuEent - decided to cut
loose from the instluctions, orders
and especially the strategies emana-
ting from Moscow. The July 26
movement was only able to take
power because it followed a line
diametdcally opposed to that of the
Cuban PSP. The loemlin - through
the intermediary of the Cuban PSP -
wanted to plevent this seizurc of
power. E':en in Cuba Stalinism's
counter-revolutionary influence did
for a long time outst p the positive
effects of the existence of the Soviet
state on the world arena.

We continue to share lhe opinion
formulated by Tlotsky on this balance-
sheet at the beginning of the Second
World War:

'In order to gain the possibility of
occupying Poland through a military
alliance with Hitler, the Krcmlin
for a long time deceived and contin-
ues to deceive the masses in the USSR
and in the whole world, and has
thereby brought about the complete
disorganisation of the ranks of its
own Communist Intemational. The
primary political criterion for us is
not the transformation of property
relations in this or another area,
however important Lhese may be in
themselves, but rather the change in
the consciousness and oryanisation of
the world proletadat, the raising of
their capacity for defending former
conquests and accomplishing new
ones. From this one, arld the only
decisive standpoint, the politics of
Moscow, taken as a whole, completely
retains its reactionary chamcter and
rcmains the chief obstacle on the road
to the world revolution.' (In Defence
of Marxism,p 19, Pathfinder edition.)

The 'campist' approach to the
world situation, which minimises
the counte!-revolutionary role of the
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Soviet bureaucracy, disarms the Austla-
lian SWP leade$hip - and all those
who adopt a similar analysis - when
faced u,ith the ups and downs of the
intemational class struggle. A useful
illustmtion of this is provided by the
post-19?9 impelialist counter-
offensive and especially the develop-
ment of the revolution and counter-
rcvolution in Centlal America.

After the defeat it suffered in
Vietnam in 1975. American imperi-
alism was temponrily paralysed as a
result of domestic political factors
(the famous 'Vietnam syndrome')
but in no way by military, financial
o! economic weakness. During this
period anti-impedalist mass move-
ments like those of Iran, socialist
revolutions Iike those in Nicaragua
and Grenada and the Kremlin's mili-
tary-bureaucratic opemtions like the
invasion of Afghanistan - more or less
independently of each other - were
able to make gains without a serious
reaction from Washington,

But as a result of these defeatj
the American imperialist bourgeoisie
tightened its mnks. It overcame the
'Vietnam syndrome'. It took up
again a dynamic, organised ideological
offensive. The Stalinist crimes in
Cambodia and Afghanistan and the
political counte!-revolution in Poland
were a great boost to this campaign.
It launched an intense rearnament
dive aiming to oppose by force, as

before 1975, any new advance of
the revolution in the world. But therc
is no question of its launching a mili-
tary attack against the USSR. At
the most it is a case of stepping up
the pressure on the Soviet bureaucracy.

The idealised 'campist' view of
the wofld on the other hand prcdicted
a 'global confrontation' in Central
Ameica, between, on the one hand,
the 'socialist camp' as a whole and,
on the other, American imperialism
supporting the centml American bour-
geoisies and the contras iIl Nicaragua.

This global confrontation did not
happen. It will not happen. The
Grcnadan revolution has been crushed
in isolation by a rapid imperialist
intervention, facilitated by the Stal'
inist crimes of the Coard faction. The
stepped-up impedalkt military inter-
vention against the Salvadoran and
Cuatemalan revolutions is producing
a growing isolation of these revolu-
tions and no perspective of a mpid
victory in these countries, although
no counter-revolutionary stabilisation
is in sight. The Nicaraguan workers'
state is in tum pushed onto the
defensive, encircled and very much
isolated. It is fighting for suryival
against the Central American counter-
revolution as a whole - an enemy
armed. financed and more and more
directly milita ly aided by Washing-
ton. Enormous combined economic,

military and political pressurc is being
exe ed against Cuba to get it to
stop any action encouraging the
rcvolution in Central America-

True, the Soviet bureaucracy con-
tinues to subsidise and arm the Cuban
workers' state. It also arms - to a
much more limited de$ee - the
Nicaraguan workers' slate. We obvi.
ously approve of this aid. But this
aid stays within very strict bounds.
It is limited by the bureaucracy's
overall approach: to contribute to
the survival of these states without
comprcmising its basic strategy of
peaceful coexistence with impeialism.
The objective is a new global a$ee,
ment with Washington. The revolu-
tions it helps are used as bargaining
chips in negotiations for this agree-
ment.

This does not imply any criticism
of the prudent attitude of the Fidel-
ista and Sandinista comrades who are
Iiterally fighting for the survival of
their states in increasingly difficult
conditions. This only confirms that
the wodd-wide struggle against imper-
ialism cannot be victorious on the
fronts open at this time, which are
much too narrow. It also m€ans
we need to have a realistic judgement
on the real role of the Kremlin,
which never for one moment - along
with its allies from the other'socialist
states' - represents some solt of
'third sector of the world revolution'.

The balance sheet of
Stalinism and the historical
justification for the Fourth
International

The remo$eless logic of their
increasingly'campist' positions drags
the Australian SWP leaders towards
an overall revision of the past counter-
rcvolutionary role of Stalinism. In
part they still deny having done
so. They still publish denunciations
of the Moscou, tdals. They still em-
phasise the 'rcformist' rcle of the
big Stalinist (and post-Stalinist) mass

Ck in the impe alist countries. But
this revisioil is already sharply exptes-
sed by the SWP's secretary, Jim
Percy. Speaking at the August 16-18
National Committee, Percy stated the
following: (15)

'I think it was wrong to form the
Fourth lnternational in the filst place,
although we're not voting on that. In
the end the organisational folm cut off
Ttotsky and the Tlotskyists from
any other possibility of development
of the Communist movement. And
some parties, as we know now, for
instance the Vietnamese Communist
Party, did develop in a revolutionary
direction, made revolutions ... If we
hadn't had these blinkers about Stalin-

ism, that massive struggle (which the
Fourth International did a great deal
of work to defend), should have
been enough to make us undeBtand
that a Communist party doesn't
go thrcugh that unless there's some-
thing good abo\t it.' (Dtrect Action,
August 28, 1985).

One can hardly believe one's
eyes. So, because the Vietnamese
CP carried out a revolution, which
proves there is something good
about it (something which we not
only never denied but recognised
more than ten years ago when Percy
and his political allies still had an
ultra-sectadan approach to this CP
(16) ), then we must change our
attitude to all the other CPs which,
for 95 per cent of them, have not
only not made a revolution but have
on most occasions contdbuted active-
ly, if rlot decisively, to therc not
being a revolution in their respec-
tive countries, Sixty years' history of
the intemational communist move-
ment, sixty yeals of gigantic class
struggles, are thus rubb€d out with
a stroke and reduced to the single
case ol Vietnam-

This crude reasoning furthermorc
confirms the sectarian subjectivism of
Percy/Lodmer. Why make an excep'
tion for the vietnamese CP? Did qot
the Yugoslav and Chinese CPs lead
vlctolous revolutions? Were they
able to overthrow capitalism in their
respective countdes without therc
being 'something good' about these
parties too?

Trotsky; the Intemational Left
Opposition; communist leadeE as

eminent and renowned as Chen
Dou-Siou, foundet and general sec-

rctary of the Chinese CP; Maring/
Sneevlier, founder of the Indonesian
CP; Pouliopoulos, general secretary of
the Greek CP: Van OveFtraeten,
founder and secretary of the Belgian
CP; James P, Cannon, member of the
Executive Committee of the Com'
munist Intemational for the United
States; three out of six members of the
Political Bureau of the ltalian CP

- they did not split from the
Comintem out of sectarian blindness,
or becaus€ they trere 'blinker€d' about

15 r.oriher himself kiched off this
prccess uhen he stated in hb report:

'Moreooer. becaus. the Fourth tnter-
ndtionol mopr r hu o lal6c cowPtion
of the f.dmeuork of the uotld retolu'
tiondr! process, becauie they tail to ,ee
that the antibureducrotic sttuggle b seco^d'
ory to the ooercll strucele aqdinst uorld
imperialism, they make the question of
their particvldr uieu L!l of Sta/inish' o
shibb;letb o point of honou to diE
tineuirh themselues trcm the moss reoolu'
tionara mooenent thot does not erisl,
o iustificotion lor theil 6epa.dte er&tence
lrom lhot tuowment.

16. See in patticular their comments
on the Potit Accords. uhich ptesented the
latter as ptucticollr o copitul4tion of the
Vietnonese CP, uhercaa we hod seen
them cotectly as the prccursot ot a rapid
uictory of the reuolution.
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the nature of Stalinism. They were
/orced to leave it. because the Stalinist
faction demanded, as the pdce of
their staying in the 'communist
movement', that they silence any
criticism of the monumental erors
fi$t, later the crimes, of the USSR
and Comintern leaders. More than
just this silence was demanded:
political capitulation, in other words
the public 'confession' that prcviously
formulated criticism was wrong and
that Stalin had been right all along.

The consequence of such political
abdication and capitulation would
not at all have brcught Ttotsky and
the other left oppositionists closer to
the Vietnamese or Cuban revolutions
- thirty years later. It would have
meant their political if not physical
destruction, as the case of those who
capitulated like Zinoviev and Radek
tragically confirmed.

The result of this destruction would
then have been an enomous political
vacuum, an ideological and political
monopoly by the Stalinist faction
and a qualitatively more sefious
demoralisation of the whole commu-
nist and proletadan vatguard on a
world scale /or decades. It follows that
the recovery of revolutionary con-
sciousness and initiative in the world
would have been infinitely moie
difficult than it actually was.

If there had been no voices mised
to justifiably criticise cdmes like the
forced collectivisation and great purges
in the USSR, the policy of social
fascism in Germany, the stifling of
the Spanish revolution, the Hitler-
Stalin pact and the totalitarian regime
in the USSR, the Thorez/Togliatti
policy of the 'Production fi$t'and'a
single state, single army and single
police' (bourgeois:) in 1944-48. it is
morc than probable that the brcak-
through of citical thinking would
have been infinitely later inside the
CPs and outside of them.

Thanks to the example ol Tlotsky
and the Left Opposition, the idea
that therc could be revolutionary
communist criticism and practice
outside of the CI and against the
line and inslructions of Moscow -
an idea that practically all respon-
sible communists rejected at the end
of the twenties - slowly gained
ground. Without this example pheno-
mena like Mao The-TUng, Tito, Ho
Chi-Minh and Fidel Castro would
only have emerged several decades
after their emergence in the real
historical process - on which the
writings and actions of TYotsky and
the Tlotskyists definitely had an
influence. The Khrushchev report at
the Tventieth CPSU con$ess - with
all its intemational repercussions, to
start with in Hungary and Poland, not
to mention on CPs in many other
countries - would have been difficult

ProDisional Government sold,ier' ariuing in Da Nang, April 1975. (DR)

SWP congress resolution still acknow-
ledged? But if we are dealing with such
a social conflict, then what dght does
a communist have to demand that
the curent that represents the histori-
cal interests of the proletariat against
the bureaucracy's political counter-
revolution. against Lhe Soviet Thermi-
dor, should not organise itself into
a separate partt -a

In fact the ex-Tlotskyists of the
Australiair SWP are increasingly con,
demniilg themselves to drink the
poisoned Stalinist chalice to the very
dregs. Thus, in a pamphlet written
by Alan Meyers, The Vietnomese
Revolution ond its Leodership, based
on a report approved by the October
1984 National Committee of the
Australian SWP. the bloody repression
against the Vietnamese Trotskyists
by the Saigon CP leaders in ]945 is
justified, although he regrets its
'excesses'. Do you think we are
exagenting? Herc is the actual extnct:

'Dudng this extremely perilous
period for the revolution, the Saigon
Trotskyists appear to have outdone
themselves in pursuing a sectarian,
ultraleft line that would have pre-
vented any real struggle against the
impelialist enemy. Dudng the mass
demonstration on August 21, for
example, the Trotskyists "unfurled
a huge banner of the Fourth Inter-
national." According to an observet
sympathetic to the Intemational
Communist League, they caried
banners and placards reading: "Down
with impe alism! Long live the
world revolutiol! Long live the
workers and peasants front! People's
committees everywhere! For the
people's assembly! Arm the people!
Land to the peasanrs: Nationalise
the factoies under worken' control!
For a worke$ and peasants'govem-
ment!"
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to produce without the anti-Stalinist
struggle embodied by Tlotsky, the
Soviet Left Opposition and the Fourth
Intemational.

lf we take just rhe lhree main
'Ttotskyist' politicat campaigns that
Ied to their expulsion from the CPSU
and the IC: the denunciation of the
danger of the Kulaks' slrike of grain
deliveries and l"he incessant campaign
for a stepped-up indust atisation of
the USSR; the agitation against the
suppression of the state monopoly of
foreign trade; its agitation in favour of
the military and political independ-
ence of the Chinese CP from the
Kuomintang, we can see that they
were decisive contributions for saving
the Soviet state and safeguarding the
chances of victory in the Chinese
revolution. That is already amply
sufficient to justify. in these given
historical conditions, the separate
oryanisational existence of the Ttot-
skyist cuIIent.

What .Percy wate$ down into a
simple game of'abstract'ideas or
even a word game \tas in realitY
a bloody, merciless civil Lror caried
out by the Stalinist bureaucEcy
against intemational and Soviet com-
munists. Nearly all the cadres of
Lenin's party in the USSR, all the
Polish CP leadership, the whole lead-
e6hip of the Korcan CP and a good
palt of the Yugoslav and German
Ieade$hip, r, oll o million communists,
werc assassinated dudng this civil
war.

Percy the Marxist owes us a materi-
alist explanation of this bloody con-
flict. Was it a simple conflict between
different'communist currents', all
guilty of 'sectarian excesses'? Or
was it a social conflict between a
pdvileged bureaucratic caste and the
proletariat, as the 1984 Australian



'This grab bag of demands (which
incidentally, jumbled together bour-
geoisdemocratic and socialist tasks!)
rcpresented nothing but dangerous
and self-contradictory ultnleft postur-
ing. (p 46)

'And it is not difficult to under-
stand that events like the following.
described wiLh evidenl approbarion
by a "Vietnamese Ttotskyist eye-
witness" would have ddven other
layers inl,o the arms of the imperi-
alists: "The peasants of the proviflce
of Sadec pillaged a dozen of the
magnificent villas of their maste$ on
August 19. They also set fire to a large
number of granaies overflowing with
rice. Many notables and functionaries
wete arrested by the peasants and a
number of them werc immediately
shot...

' "The formerservants ofthe French
and Japa[ese govemments, Iabeled en
bloc as enemies of the people, saw all
their property go up in flames."

'The hatrcd of the peasants for
the wealthy landowneE and the
colonial appamtus is undeEtandable.
But a revolutionary party is required
precisely because revolutions are
defeated when the masses' hatred
srrikes out blindly inslead of being
focused against the main enemy ...
(p 47)

'The severe setbacks resulting from
the Committee of the South's ad-
venl,urism greatly weakened the Hanoi
govemment's hand in its negotiations
with the French.

'But the Ttotskyist provocations
did not stop there. Feldman and
Johnson report that the Ttotskyists
"responded to the imminent landing
of British troops by holding meetings
that demanded arms for the people.
Under Trotskyist influence, the
People's Commitlees issued a mani.
festo denouncing the trcason of the
Stalinists in allowing the British to
land. The Stalinists responded with
a repressive campaign against the
Tiotskyists in their press and on
September 14 sent troops to disarm
the Ttotskyists." (pp 4748)

'As a result of the ultraleftism and
excesses that the Communist Party
tfied but was unable to prevent,
the retuming French forces and
their British allies made extremely
sedous inroads in the South. On
September 24. there were riots in
which Vietnamese broke into the
European quarter of Saigon and
massacred 150 people. Ceneml Gracey
used this as a pretext for suppressing
the lationalist movement in Saigon
and driving Viet Minh units out of
the suburbs. (17) Eench and British
l,roops then struck outside the city.
occupying a number of delta towns
and prcvincial capitals. The 20,000
poorly almed and hastily recruited
Viet Minh forces proved unable to

do more than slow the impe alist
advance and were forced to retreat
into inaccessible rulal areas. It was
at this time that leadeN of the Ttot-
skyists and of the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois nationalists were
executed. According to most sourcesr
the executions were ordercd by
Tlan Van Giau-

'The Trctshy ists and their nationalist
allies hod made a major conftibulion
to the near-destruction of the rcuolu-
tton in the South. Preuenting further
damage, if necessary by physical
repression, uas imperatiue. It appears,
however, that the Commulist Party
felt that Giau had used excessive
violence in coping with the situation.'
(p 48. Our emphasis).

The political positions expressed
by Alan Meyers, one of the Australi-
an SWP leaders, reveals in the clearest
possible way all the disastrous conse-
quences of this party's rejection of
the strategy of the pemanent revolu-
tion. The 'mix' of democmtic and
socialist demands the Vietnamese
Trolskyists are reproached for is
pnctically identical to Bolshevik
agitation between May and October
1917. Just go and read Lenin's
pamphlet ?/,e Threatening Catastrophe
and Hou to Frgh, 1, and try and show
that it only contains bourgeois demo-
cntic demands! In any case 90 per
cent of Saigon's factories were imperi-
alisr propeny: lhe call for nationalisa-
tion was therefore essentially anti-
impedalist.

Meyers proposes that the peasant-
worker alliance must be achieved
without mobilising the peasants
against the blg landowners and the
repressiue agents of imperialism. We
would lihe him to shou us how that
worhs in practice! The alliance with
rhe bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
nationalists against imperialism is to
be achieved without giving free rein
to national demands, beginning with
the independence of Vietnam. If
need be, shoot the nationalists lor
thet nationalist 'excesses', all in the
name of the 'national democmtic
stage' of the revolution!

This line of reasoning is topped off
with the classical argument of all
reformists: the interventio[ of the
counter-revolution is 'caused' by the

'excesses' and 'provocations' of the
revolutionades. Without revolution,
no counter revolution - it is so
obvious; why hasn't anybody thought
about it beforc? It is also obviously
stupid. The fall of S:aigon was caused
by the landing of Bdtish and French
impedalist troops. This landing was
in response to the Vietminh's declam-
tion of independence, not to the
'extremists' exceses'. The imperialists
also landed troops in Hanoi, where
'excesses' were certainlv not commit-
ted. These troops cleated out the Viet-
minh despite all their efforts at negoti'
ation. They landed in Indonesia and
Malaysia, where there were no 'Tlot'
skyist provacateurs' whatsoever. (18)

this whole line of argument repeats
word for viiord that of the Mensheviks
in the Russian revolution, the Chinese
Stalinists in 7927 and, the Chilean
Stalinists in 1972-73. Can one imagine
Lenir 'denouncing' peasants who
bumed the landowners' houses
'prematurely'? Look through all the
thousands of pages written by Lenin,
in 1905-6 and in 1917 and try to find
a tmce of any such 'logic'!

We do not know all the details
of the policies at the time of the
Vietnamese Tlotskyists, who were
divided into several groups. It is

ceftainly possible they made sor\e
mistakes. It is possible that the
Vietnamese CP committed other
mistakes. That should be the subject
of a serious histodcal study - still
unwitten. The fact that the Viet-
namese CP won the revolutionary war
six years later in the North and thirty
yeals later in the South is in no way an
argument against the hypothesis that it
may have committed serious oppor-
tunist erIors in 1945. (19) In the same
way, having the Trotskyisl, 'label' is
not a guarantee that no sectarian or
ullm-left errors were committed in
Saigon while attempting to implement
corectly the shategy of permanent
revolution.

But two things arc certain. Assa$sin-
ating Tiotskyist and nationalist leaden
was a crime, an indefensible means of
resolving political differences. It
caused immense damage to the anti-
impedalist and communist struggle in
South Vietnam. Comrade Ta-Ttr-Tau,
the main Ttotskyist figurc in Saigon

18. In a ldter letter replyinE to the
polemics roised b! the Meyeft' porhphlet
at the 12th World Congres; - Lotimer
states that the ABtmlian SWP lea.left
justift onlr the disarming of the Vietnah-
ese Trctshyists dnd nothing morp. But the
Meyers' tert soys rrhdt it roy6. It ha^ netet
been publiclr retrocted.

19- One ol the ndin leailerc of the
Vietnahese CP, Vo Nguren Giap, hM ldtelr
made a ruther sharp criticirm of the line
folloued br his partr frcn the end of the
1930t uhtil the end of the 1940s.'rhere
is therefore clearlTt room for critical analy-
siA, uhich the SWP leaderc seen to rule out
for the tole reason that the Vietnahece
CP finallr tooh pouet.
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17. This commentart is potticularlr
scdndalous sihce it does not mention that
the eaplotion of popuLor onCer on Eep-
tember 24, 1945, ductibed bt Meleis, u('s
in reality o fiEhtback dEdinst a ptiot coup
d'etat b! Cenerol Gracer and the lrench
colonel Cedile. uhich bdnned dU the Viet-
natuqe p.e*, disarmed the Vietminh
securit! forces ahd killed hundreds it
not thousdnds of Vietndmere, incluilinE
a good part of the CP cadres. Th$ in the
nqtue of 'the national democruti. stase
it b not oal! forbidde4 to conduct the
outonomous cl$8 Btruesle of the wothers
and poor pe6dnb. lt b euen ruled out to
fieht boch aeainst counter-reuolutiondrr
imperialbt violence-



who was elected to parliament in a
united front with the CP in 1937,
was anything but a sectarian. He was
assassinated when the defeat of Saigon
was already complete and whilst going
north to again offer a united front to
the CP. He was one of the main,
well-known spokespeNons of the
Saigon proletarian masses, The debate
on socialist democracy takes on a

very concrete content in the context
of Alan MeyeE' positions.

Backsliding to
national communism

The Australian SWP'S split from
the Fourth Intemational condemns
this party to operate ftom now on
outside any organised intemational
framework, since clearly therc is

no'Fidelista' international organi-
sation which Percy and Lodmer can
join. So organisationally we find
ourselves faced with a characteristic
withdrawal into a national framework,
Lorimer finds this a little awkward,
aIId so he tries to calm down the
worries felt by SwP membeE and
sympathisen on this:

'Does this mean we are turning
away from intemationalism? Such a
view could only be made bY those
who confuse a particular form of
intemational organisation with inter-
nationalism. Our conception of inter-
nationalism involves developing inter'
national collaboration. lt involves the
ftat€mal exchange of views and
experiences among revolution-avies

ba5ed on a willingness to leam lrom
others, while thinking for oulselves.

The forms through which this occurs
arc totallv secondary,

'Far from luming away from
intemationalism by Ieaving the Fourth
International, we are tuming toward
a mote real intemationalism, toward
intemational collaboration with those

revolutio[ary forces that are really
extendins the world socialist revolu-
t.i.,n.' (fh" SllP and the Fourlh
Internoiionat, P 54).

This 'more real intemationalism' is
iust a vain attempt to impress, Austra'
iian SWP leaders know this perfectly'

'Fraternal exchanges of views and

exDeriences' with some organisations is

limited in practice to an exchange of
ideas without any commitments. It is

difficult to envisage the Sandinistas'
not to mention the Cuban CP leade$,
getting enthusiastic about l,he Austra'
iian sWP's experience or even being

interested in it lhis exchange' will
not Eo forward an inch because

the SiVP has broken with the Fourth
Intemational.

On the other hand, the Australian

SWP loses the real democratic
exchange it had on equal footing -

with revolutionary Marxist organisa-
tions in a large number of countries,
memben of the Fourth Intemational.
It loses the chance to dialogue with
and influence thousands of activists
with its ideas, an opportunity that
rcmained open even after it set out
on its revisionist course. At the TVelfth
World Congress the Austrslian SWP
representatives had speaking time,
including as counter-reporteE, well
in excess of their numerical influence
in the Con$ess or in the Intemational.
Our organisation scrupulously respects
tendency fights. The SWP will learn
to its cost that this is not the case

with any of the organisations to whom
it wants vainly to qet closer at the
present time. (20)

'Revolutionary forces that are
really extending the world socialist
revolution' referred to by l,orimer -
this means specifically the Cuban CP,
Nicaraguan FSLN, the Vietnamese
CP and the Philippine CP - are only
prcsent in a few countries of the
world - and in no imperialist country,
Therefore the real exchange of experi-
ences with revolutionary forces that
are certainly smaller but are really
prcsent in countdcs similar to Austn'
lia and whose daily activity in the
workplaces, in the hade-union move'
ment, in the anti-war movement
and in the anti-imperialist solidarity
movement! has been a source fot
leaming and real strengthening of the
Australian SWP, will be rcPlaced b!'
nothing.

Furthermorc, the organisations
to whom the Austmlian SWP is trying
to get closer are limited bY severe

constraints in their willingness and
theii ability to extend their intemat'
ional relations. The military and
economic dependence of most of them
on the Soviet bureauclacy does not
enable them to play an indePendent
political role in the international
irena, beyond a strictly limited
geographical area. The fragility of their
situation obliges them to become part
ol manoeuwes in which the intercsts
of the workers' movement of a lot of
count es - if one thinks of some of
the big Latin American counl es.

SDain or France. not to mention
Pbunai - have to be traded on the
altar of 'state diplomacy'. In addition
their Darticular brand of pragmal'ism
seriouilv Iimits their understanding of
manv iocial. economic and political
processes in which lhey are not
iirectlv and massiveh involved, But
listen to Lorimer waxing indignant:

' "It is not for us to retreat at a

time like that!" Bensaid exclaims "It
is not for us to hang our heads or
eat humble Pie when history Proves
vou risht."" '.luit think what he's saying: Other
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20- We miEht aitil thdt the polict of
the SWP lcoiten dlreodi so?s hond in
hanrt uith o rettictrcn of member6'demo
.;d . i,chts. The aucstion of me benhip
ii tne -rourtn hiernotio^ot ud neither
diicussed Dreuiouclv bv the mQmb?r'
.r Eubmitt,d to o .on3ress. lt b simplv
;ecided bt the Centrol Committee- -The
."ii*r 

"i 
the Foutth tntemdtionot to

ii illi ui a"r""a i$ uiebs i^ rrcnt of the
iwi ^"na'* in the sahe uor "t the
iwi uu oute to defenil its opinioni at
our World Conrrc$- rcaetbcd no P'pon'e-
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people have made levolutions, but
history has proved the Fourth Inter-
national fight. That such an attitude
can be expressed by someone who
considers himself a Marxist, a Leninist,
is what really should cause us to
"hang our heads."

'It apparently doesn't even enter
his head to ask: If the Fourth Inter-
national is and has always been right,
why hasn't it led any revolutions?'
( The SWP ond the Fourth lnter-
national, p 5O)

Percy and Lofimer do not seem
to understand that this type of
apparently impressive argumenL is

a formidable boomerang that is

iikely to come back and break their
backs, Let us extrapolate from the
same line of reasoning and apply it to
the Australian SWP. An Australian
Maojst might indignantly insist:

'Just think what you are saying
with your c ticisms of the Maoists.
Mao led a victorious revolution in
the most populated country of the
world. And you lot who have not
led a revolutio[, you have not con-
quered power in your own country,
and yet you have the gall to say he
was wrong and you were right on a
whole series of problems?'

A pro-Moscow CP suppofier may
in tum echo this hard Maoist criticism:

'Just think what you are saying
with your cr,ticisms against comrades
Gorbachor', Andropov, Brezhnev,
Khrushchev and Stalin. These comrades
triumphed over Nazi imPerialism.
They have maintained the socialist
state (to us€ Your own term) in the
USSR. They have extended this to
150 million people in Eastem Europe.
Thev are in the process of extending
it in Afghanistan. But you. who have

never conquered Power anywhere,
sra{ins wlth Auslralia, You dare to
criticis; these comrades who have
proved themselves in the inl,ernational
ilass struggle since they have rvon

and consolidated Power.'
An Australian Labour Party (ALP)

supDorter might cynicall) follow suil'

{;hen il, is a case of combatting
ievolutionaries in their own country'
reformist bureaucrats do not worry
that much about Potitical logic):

'Just think what You are saying
with vour c ticisms against citizen
Hawke. Ttre ALP leaden have built
up a Powedul mass PadY. TheY have



succeeded in taking the government
away from the direct reprcsentatives
of Big Capitat and the Rich. But you,
who have never built a mass Party,
who have never even won a single
seat in Parliament, \trho have never

caused any real damage to the big
bourgeoisie, you are so bold as to
drag such successful leaders through
the mud?'

For a currenl, Iike the SWP it is

pure suicide to toady to the'reality of
power' and to deny any validity to the
ideas of those who have never con-
quered power anywhere. It means
litemlly sawing off the branch on
which they are sitting. Whether
the SWP likes it or not lhis bmnch is

ils politicat and programmatic specifi'
city and not some sort of mate al
power that it does not Possess. It
does not have this any more than
the Fouth International has, and it
will not acquire this by trying to
bask indirectly (and to small effect) in
the reflected powe6 of othe6, such
as the Sandinistas. Stalinists and
post-Stalinist bureaucrats, not to
mention ALP bureaucrats. The Sandi-
nistas and Fidelistas certainly hale
revolutionary credentials lacking com'
pletely to the post-Stalinists and
trade-union bureaucrats. But to impart
these revolutionary credentials you
have to talk precisely about politics
and not power for its own sake,
And once you start talking politics
all of Lodmer's homily against the

'Fourth Intemational which does t1ot
have the right to put forwad its
politics since it has nowhere taken
power' melts away like a snowball
in the sun.

This line of rcasoning is in any
case purc demagogy. It expresses a
blind adoration of 'power for power's
sake' to the point of becoming naivp.
lt rationalises a blind pragmalism
that is unable l.o grasp lhe main
histodcal tendencies on the pretext
that they are not yet fully developed.
Following the same logic we could
say: what dght did Marx and Engels
have to give lessons to everybody in
the Communist Manifesto, wt,en
they only represented a few hundred
people? What right did Lenin have to
go on about building the party in
What Is To Be Done at a time when he
did not have more than 500 supporten?
What ght did Rosa Luxembourg have
to condemn a party of one million
memben for voting for the 1914
military budgets, when she was not
even able to bring out a weekly?

The Marxist approach, that is, the
approach of scientific socialism and
not vulgar pragmatism, is of course
quite different. We begin by asking
whether their analyses of the key
terrdencies of social, economic and
political evolution were correct or
false, whether the proposals they made

Tamils campaign for the releae of political prisoners (DR)

for the proletaria[ class struggle were prccess of emergence of cadrcs and

in line or not with ctass l;terests, proletadan class consciousness on a

whether the tendencies they cdticised world level, which it is not possible to
were erecting serious obsta;les against artificially produce in such- and such a

the emancip;tion of the proletariat, counhy. Our curent' in the broadest

whether thiy had a pnctice that sense of the wodd, is already present

would soone! or later enable them to in sixty or so countlies, That is a ldt
fuse with the real mass movement for a curent that can only rely on the
of mobilisation and self-emancipation correctness of its ideas' But that
ofthe protetariat. amounts to still not half of all coun'

If the answer to this question is tries in the Yvorld. No voluntadst
positive then thet ideas were correct, effort can fundamentally change this
and they were a thousand times right situation. No serious person can

to formulate them, irrespective of criticise us for not having taken power
whether their 'breakthrcugh' is in countries whele we did not even

achieved thirty or forty or lifty yean exist at the beginning of revolutionary
Iater. If the answer to these questions processes; it is like severely criticising
is negative then they werc wrong, the Sandinistas because they did not
not because they had not conquered seize power in Portugal! And no
power at hour r on day y, but because sensible person can reproach us for
their theory and practice did not not having taken power in a revolu-
correspond to the intercsts ol the tionary crisis in which we start out
working class and thercfore to those with twenty membels.
ofthe wodd rcvolution. The thrce above-mentioned condi-

The capability or incapability of tions have existed up to now in
the Fourth Intemational to take only a single country - ill Sd Lanka
power can only be tested when the in the 1953-1964 pedod with the
three following conditions exist: expedence of the LSSP. This party

- the outbreak ofa revolutionary undeniably failed and betrayed. The
oi pre-revolutionary crisis in a country consequences have been disastrous for
wherc our curlent has aheady been the Sri Lankan working class. We have
present for a sulficient time; made a detailed critical analysis of the

- This cuEent, having go[e odgins of this bankruptcy, which
beyond the threshold of primitive incidentally have nothing to do with
accumulation of cadrcs rooted in the the 'specificities' of Trotskyism -
working class, grouped in an organisa- quite the contmry.
tion recognised as such through its But this experience is clearly too
national political interyention, before limited for us to conclude that there is
the breakout of the crisis; some sort of 'congenital inability'

- the ability to intervene on a of Trotskyism to'seize power'.
sufficient scale within the revolu- In a certain number of countries
tionary c sis itself. the pre-conditions for reaching the

The first two conditions are very second and third set of circumstances
much independent of our will and mentioned above are gndually devel-
of the role of the Fourth Intema- oping - although we arc still a long
tional as such. They reflect the uneven way away from reaching the critical
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for the achievement
sectatan 'point of hoDour, but irl able wirelation thout involvement in a genuineto rcvolutionary Marxism, intema tional olganisation The simul-

tions by buitding parties solidly rooted in relatio n to Leninism as such. Since taneous building of a natio nal re,olu-
in the working class. The iest will the beginning of the impedalist epoch tionary organkation and an interna-
depend on eve[ts, the relationships if not even before then for tional one, erpresses on the organisa-
of forces, the deepening of the com- more than a century, MaEists have tional leuel the ineuita ble intercon-
biIIed crisis of capitalism and the known and have proclaimed and nection of the national and inter-
bureaucratic dictatorships and of their demonstrated d ozens of times that national chss struggle in the imper-
cumulative repercussions on the prole- the e1i56snss of an intemational ialist epoch.ta at's class consciousness. Weare mofe Orga

thrcshold referred to . We are working
o[ fhese condi-

than ever optimistic on this subject with
nisation with a binding

respect to action onMore generally, we can only quali- intemational questions is

. lf today we refuse to build an
lnrernattonal organisation with bindingduties and righrs {although wiLh aqlscrpttne and degree of centralisation
wnrcn._ ts certainly differenl fromq$clptlne and centralisation on analional level. precisely because thenatronal class slruggle is not
complelely inte$ated into Lhe inLer-
national class struggle, because thelaw of uneven developmpnt also
opeEtes on [his level) we will pay
a terrible pfice lomorrow. This piice
will be a new August 4. lg'14. a nelr
theory and practice of .socialism in
one country', a new .national messi-
anism', a new cynical tmmpling on the
intercsts of key sectors of the world
prcletariat in the name of the priority
defence of some sort of ,socialist
stronghold', if not of a new war
between'socialist states'.

This is a suicidal course to take,
not only from the political or pro-
grammatic point of view. It even
risltt being a suicidal course ftom
the physical point of view. Because in
the tonq term it is impossible to
avoid nuclear world war without the
total elimination and bo, on manu-
factudng of weapons of mass destruc-
tion. A world socialist federation
must impose such a ban on all workers'
states, overriding their national sover-
eignty. Is it realistic to assume that
rcvolutionades, not to speak of
huudreds of millions of workers,
will spontaneously accept such re-
strictions on their soveieigtty, with-
out prcviously having gone through
a practical experience of common
intemationalist actions - actions show-
ing them that intemational solidarity
is not a vain word, that discipline
apptes to everyone, big and small,
'advanced' as well as'underdeveloped',
without any soft of discrimination
or inequality? How will communists
and proletadans gain such experience
il not by the gradual building of

discipline
the big

tatively $ow historically and (this is dispensable complement to proletarianeven more the case) take power in intemationalist politics

the in-

the in-correlation with the qualitative leap dispensatlle prccondition for a con-forward in the activity, class coll- sis tent intemationalist practice insciousness and self-organisa[ion of
l,he proletariat. Any other view of
our.'capability' or .incapability, of
selzmg powet - or more corecflv, of
leqding the seizure of power by the
proletariat - would be basically
idealistic and substitutionist.

The above obviously applies only
to the emergence of moss revolu-
tionary parties. The growth of smaller
reyolutionary parties and groups is to
a great extent a result of oul own
efforts, successes arld failures. This
in tum creates one of the key pre-
conditions for the later transfomation
into mass parties, which only the
powerful upsurge of proletarian strug'
gles makes possible,

This is why it is relevant at the
present stage of the development of
the Fourth Intemational to focus
the attention of its cadres and activists
on the immediate possibilities for
partybuilding and $owth - rvhich
really exist in a number of countries.
Metaphysical speculation about our
'ability' or'inability' to take power, or
on one or another of the alleged 'con-
genital deformities' of 'traditional
Tlotskyism', is sterile, In any case
it is a practical question. It will be
resolved by history - notably in terms
of our curent failures or successes in
partybuilding, These successes do not
depend on some sort of guarantee
of our ability to resolve the queslion
of power in the future- Rather it
depends on our capabiliry of showing
todaJt how our organisations can be
useful for workers and oppressed
laye$ in helping them resolve the
problem of defending their intercsts
and for ensuring the success of their
cuEent struggles and mobilisations.
That wiU ptove impossible without
putting forward our political identity,
based on our programme.

But it is precisely the rejection of
their own politicat and progammatic
identity that is the basis of the
Australian SWP'S split from the Fourth
Intemationat. This break is a gigantic
politicol step backwards, not in rcla-
tion to some sort of 'Trotskyism'
considered as some bizaEe distinct
cuEent, whose existence as an intet-
national organisation is its particular

the class struggle. (21)
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21. In his opening speech to the Second
Congress of the Communbt lnternotioal

'We hatie introduced into the statutes
of the Communbt Interndtional a phrase
fron the statutu of the Fi$t Inte.natiohol,
uhose leaders uere MaB dnd Eneels: if
the strusEle ot the uorhing class h6 no,
been crouned uith success until nou,
thb b notably also alue to the fact that
the uotheis hdue lached international
dgreement (comine toEether), a ngorous
international organbation, mutual support
at the international leuel.' (our oun

22. See this codicil in Vol- 33 of the
"Collected Works."
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, . Rejecting this organisation and its
Dlndlng tramework. in our epoch ofwals. internalional rcvolutions and
counter-revolutions, can onlv mean:
'Worken of the World. unite in rimesol peace but cut your mutual throatsin times of war, - to repeat the
cruel bur highly realistic phrase oI
Rosa Luxembourg.

It is utopian to assume that the
toiling masses worldwide arc spon-
taneously intemationalist. On the
contrary both the influence of sectoral
and corporatist interests and the
pressure of everyday life putls them
spontaneously to a nationalism that is
contrary to their long term interests.
It is utopian to presuppose that even
communist activists are spontaneous-
ly intemationalist on all the key
questions of the revolutionary class
struggle. The natioral limitations
of their daily activity and thus their
expedence, if not the ideological
confusion of the 'campist' variety,
will impose naEow limits on theit
understanding of what is happening
elsewhere in the world (the lack of
undeNtanding by the Cuban commu-
nists, not to mention the Vietnamese
communists, of the Czech aud Polish
events is only yet alother example
of this for the nth time in history). It
is especiatly utopian to assume that
the communists (elen more so, bu'
rcaucrats of communist oigin) who at-
ready hold state power will be spon-
taneously internationalist. Subject to
the constmints of defending their
status, they run the terrible sk of
justifying military or diplomatic man-
oeurryes of self-defence with nationalist
and chauvinist arguments. Lenin
understood that better than anyone.
Look again at the last part of his
testament conceming the dangen of
Great Russian chauvinism inside the
CPSU - a waming that was unfor'
tunat€ly more than confirmed by
history. (22)

Any basic application of Marxism
to our own practice must therefore
teach us that an indispensable condi-
tion for avoiding a relapse into 'nat-
ional-communism' is rcal intemationa-
list practice and experience. unachiev.



enables this vanguard how genuine revolutionary Marxist

ne intemational orgo nisations. guard , and that
into genuine Marxist padies were built , are being built and

if not bY a Practice that convinces to be crystallised will be built in the future

them that the lntemation al is their Parties by enabling abstract Program'

only father/motherland? matic differences to be settled bY The recomP osition of the organr

Breaking with the Fourth Inter' living expedence, by leami[g from sed worhers' mouemenl is an indis-

national is a teal step backuards for those who have made revolutions. pensab le precondition for the build'

'The recom position of the revolu- ing of genume Marxist Paties in

national communism both in PIac- all place s where Marxists are only a

tice and in theory Formulations tionary vanguard ll-l the impedalist

like 'exchanges of views and exper' countdes, as was the case in the eatly small minodty and where Powerful

forumulations 1920s, will come about through mass reformist organisatio ns exist

iences' ale the classie tification with, andorientation alongsid e them. It has and will only

of reformists and centds
stiLute'everyone mastef in lheir own

."unr*' tor lhe necessar] st'ruggle

io, pollti"al action common to the

workers of all countries. al teast on

the bis inlernational questions This

is the s-ort of argument used by Stalin
to iusti[v the dissolution of lhe
ttriri tntemational. Lenin and Ttot-
skv denounced on countless occasions

the reactionary nature of such a

rctreat from pdncipled international-
ism to the diPlomacY of mutual
absolution.

In practice the Australian SWP is

now operating all alone, isolated from
olganised collaboration with other
rcvolutionary forces throughout the
world. The only real excuse it offers
for this retreat is that the forces
with vhom it had been trying uP
to then to build an intemational
organisation are still very weak. That is
true. But it is better to build some-
thing necessary with weak forces
than to purely and simply abandon the
lask of building such an organisation.
That is what the Australian SWP does
on a national level where, although it
is not any stronger than the Fourth
Intemational is on the international
level, it continues obstinately to build
its own organisation. This it has stop-
ped doing now on an intemational
level. A national political activity
without a coEesponding intemational
activity when the constraints are the
same is certainly the expression of a
'national-communist' retreat.

The historical
stakes involved

Percy and Lodmer try histo -

cally to justify this step backwards to
'national communism' by presenting
the following schema for the emer-
gence of mass revolulionary parties
and ol a mass tevolutionary Inter-
national throughout the world inclu-
ding in the imperialist countries:

'Real Marxist parties are not
developed through debates around
abstract programmatic questions nor
by agreement on a "precise program,
strategy and tactics. l[ is lhe big.
living revolutionary developments that
act as a beacon for important sections
of the working-class political van-

ts who sub- an iden
to, the big revolutionary events in take place under the combined

the world, to the living revo lutions, effect of two factolE

- the differentiation. radlcallsa'

tion inside Lhe existing politjcal

and trade union mass organlsatlons'

following on from the expedence

of exDlosive mass struggles:

- corTect intewention and suffi-

cient oryanisational strengthening of
the initial nucleus of the revolutionary
Dartv or parties in that country.' ihe recomposition Lorimer is talk-
ins aboul, is not this recomposition of
t h-e organised workers' movement. His

schema does not involve the mass

movement. It only concems little
vanguard groups. Paradoically, after
having elevated the 'seizurc of power',
that is, the emergence of mass parties
as the absolute good elsewhere, he

down$ades it to an absolutely second-
ary goal.

This is cetainly proof that wh&t
underlines the whole evolution of the
Australian SWP is scepticism towards
the possibility of revolution in the
big majofity of countdes in the \trorld
and thereforc scepticism about the
revolutionary potential of the
proletariat.

If we examine the actual develop-
ment of revolutionary organisations
in the 1920s, we see how far the
Percy/Lorimer analysis is partial and
thereby false, and how ours corle-
sponds better to the real histodcal
experience.

The Russian Revolution unquestion-
ably tdggered off enthusiasm among
revolutionaries the world over. Every-
wherc it advanced the emergence of
the lirst communist nuclei based on
reactions against the impe alist war.
But in most cases these remained at
the level of small $oups despite the
attractive force of lhe Russian
Revolution and the Communist Inter-
national, which was incidentally far
superior to that of the Cuban or
Nicaraguan revolution. A lot of
these groups for years, if not for
decades, were sluck aL the size
of the present principal sections of the
Fourth Intemational. Authentic mass
communist parties appeared in the
1920s in less than ten countries.
And without exception, in each
country these paties only emerged
under the impact of pre-revolutionary
or revolutionary events produced by
the aftemath of war and Lhe crisis
of capitalism and, as such, lived

and their revolutionary vanguards.

Those who fail or tefuse to follow
this couNe, even if theY carry out
revolutionary work in thefu own

countdes, and even if they have some

intemational organisation, will become

iEelevant to the process, just as the
IWW in the US and Austmlia became

irrelelant in the eady 1920s because

of their failurc lo orient lo the Russian

Revolutior.' (The SWP and the Fourth
International,p 53\.

This conception is a good exprcs-
sion of one of the reasons for their
split, even if all its dimensions are
not revealed. It is profoundly volun'
tarist and idealist. Besides this. it
contmdicts to quite an extent the
rest of the Australian SWP'S argu-
melts. as well as its starting point.
Just ask this question: with which
revolutionary development did the
Russian Bolsheviks or the Cuban
revolutionaries have Lo identify in
adoance rr order to be able to build
an adequate revolutionary leadenhip
and lead the revolution in their
count es to victory? And it is eveu
the same in the case of Nicaragua;
the identification with the Cuban
revolution - which existed - was
certainly not the principal cause of
the Sandinista success. Their revolu-
tionary strategy took on its own
specificities, which had Iittle in com-
mon with the way in which the
July 26 Movement conquered power
in Cuba.

'Genuine Marxist paities' are paities
tr.at succeed in leading significant
fractions of their class - which in the
imperialist, semi-industrialised de-
pendent count es and the bu,
reauclatised workers' states are the
majodty, indeed the big majority
of the working poDulation - to the
revolutionary seizure of power. To do
this they have to have already
grouped behind them important sec-
tors (albeit. a minoriry) of the working
class. ln other words revolutionaries
have to have acquired a real political
authority on the bask of their practice
in the current closs struggk, ot the
basis of their abllity to root themselves
deeply in the working class, to respond
conectly to workeE' aspirations, to
provide adequate answers to such goals
and to propose forms and objectives of
struggle producing success. That is
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through by large masses of workers
there.

The Russian Revolution did not
play this galvanising role simply
because it was a 'beacon' that more

ol less automatically attmcted the
vanguard workerc. Lenin, Ttotsky
and their comrades were able to
ptay a catalysing
communist moveme
through the establish
Communist Internatio
theoretical regresslon initiated bY

by
proto-Stalinists a

the Stalinists and
nd completedthe
post-Stalinists

needed to bring one to forget
ts

rote for the
nt above all
ment of the
nol All the

nces of the

that the Communist Intemational's

main task was Precisely no , to 'teach

everybodY the exPene

Russian revolution' - although those

lessons were Yery Precious but

rather to work out a correct strategY

and tactics for the cl@ss struggle

tahing P
countries
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the SWP and most sections of the

Foufih Intemational. 'genuine Marxist

adies' cannot grow just as a resuIt of
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of the Do

p
e

n

nthusiasm lor revolutions taking

phce elsewhere or for the worId
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in the class struggle in their own had a disasho us effect, despite

couutrr. Far from being 'abstract',
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Percy and Loime
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overtumed and those still to have a
socialist revolution, requires, once the
civil var is over and wolkers' power

morc it is exposed to the centrifugal
and disintegrating pressure of extemal
social forces. This is a self-evident

faith but on numerous scientific
analyses and verifications, is under-
mined or disappean: when it is

consolidated, state and govemment truth for anyone applying the theorems replaced by govrin g political scepti.
institutions based on socialist democ- of histofical matefialism to the poli- cism and lelativisml when Reolpolitih
racy: real exercise of state power by tical-organisational lile ol oul epoque takes o\€r from p irciples, then the
democratically elected workers' and and also to revolutionary organisations moorings come adrift. Then the shippeople's councils: pluralism of poli- themselves, is taken off couNe without rudder
tical tendencies and parties: full demo- If the Fourth Intemational has or compass by a stormy s€a. It cancral,ic rights for all workins oeoo
including those *ho ar" opp6n"rts of to prcssurcs and pelsecutions which beach. Above all it can sink beneath

le, suryived in conditions and subject run aground on many a rock aud

the government and of the politi cal cannot be comPared to those suffered the wavesmajofity tepresented inside Second or Third Intcrna-councils. These rights must particu. tionals (to grasp this you have to com-
Is it not obyious th8t it appears

senseless to commit one's life to build-larly include the fight to defend their pare Hitler to Thiers, Stalin to Noskc ing organisations that are still weakpolitical positions and to struggle and Senator Mccarthy to palmer (23) and whose impact on the real coursefor them b-v legal political means whose name nobody remembers evenl), of history is still limited for theif it has not onlv

the by the First.
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There is no way of suryiving as such
without one's own programmatic and
political base, oul,side of the major
cuEents of the international worke$'
movement. Having left the Fou*h
Intemational they will be rapidly
faced with the choice of either
disappearing as an organisation or
linking up r"o one of the major
curlents. The Sandinista alld Fidelista
sub-current is too weak on a world
scale and provides too few refercnces
for inte ention in an impefalist
country like Austmlia to be able to
really constitute an altemative. This
altemative will only be on offer from
much larger forces.

The course of the Australian SWP
leaden has clear origins: growing
scepticism with rcspect to the prole-
tadan revolution and the revolu-
tionary potential of the workjng
class in the main count es of the
world. From this nows lhe seeking
after substitutes and short cuts instead
ol the slow and rclentless preparation
of future working class explosions,
of a day-to-day intervention in strug-
gles historically justified by this per-
spective. The SWP leaders looked
for these substitutes first of all
among revolutionaries elsewhere in
Nicaragua aIId Cuba. That was honour-
able but insufficient. Expefience has
confirmed that building real rcvolu-
tionary parties cannot be based on
such imported models. This is one
of the essential causes of Ihe successive
failurc of the Stalinists (and Stalinist/
Khrushchevists), Iuaoists and'Albani-
ans'. Without frankly admitring it -
even declaring the contrary - the Aus-
l,ralian SWP leaders are demonstrating
in practice that they are looking to
vary their diet. The 'ratatouille' dish
they now want to tuck into is com-

posed of the most diverse, bizarre and
unappetising in$edients. It would be
quite unfair to identify the original
Sandinsta or Fidelista ingredient in
this mish-mash. You can find in
it very hot pro-Moscow spices, equally
spicey Croat nationalists (24), ecolo-
gist/pacifist fruit that is still a bit
green and bureaucmtic trade-union
candidates a little rotten round the
edges.

In itself there is nothing wrong
in wanting to look for openings to
build the revolutionary party out of all
forms of the mass movement, But
there are openings and openings, If
one is armed with a $eat confidence
in one's political ideas and prognmme,
then intervening in the mass movement
is carried out with the aim of winning
forces and more influence for lhese
,deos. If this confidence disappeals
in a growing scepl,icism, l,hen aclivism
and'parlybuilding' become ends in
themselves. del,ached from an) basis
in pdnciple. Then adapting to
fotces one wants to influence becomes
the rule. Appantus manoeuEes
replace more and more the struggle
for political influence, anchored in the
defence of working class interests.
This adaptation is already shown in
the concessions made to the pro-
Moscow current (the Austnlian SP)
contained in the dreadful 'report' on
the Moscow festival. The rudderless,
compassless boat is alrcady being
carried along by the curents. Nobody,
beginning with Percy/Lorimer them-
selves, knows where it will end up,

We are not supporters ol the
politics of the'worse-it-gets-the-better-
it-is-for-us.' The Austmliau SWP or-
ganises a number of valuable revolu-
tionary militants. It would be re$et-
table if they become lost to revolu-

Nicarugton militias (D R )
tionary Maxism. Their practice has
often been close to that of the
militants of the best sections of the
Fourth lnternational. But now Lhere is
a significant differcnce. On the one
side militants are interyening on the
basis of solid pdnciples that have
stood the test of time and in collabor-
ation witl-, thousands of revolution-
aries vitro are helping them to recog'
nise and overcome the inevitable
difficulties facing the sLrenglhening
of their organisations. On the other
side these militants in growing inter-
national isolation, must intervene
without reference to a solid and
cohercnt basis of political and pro-
grammatic principles.

We must therefore wam them
frankly that thet present course
is suicidal. The Austnlian section
of the Fourth International will be
rebom in any eventuality, with
or without these militants (we
obviously prefer that it be with them),
for lhe struggles of the Australian
proletadat will inevitably produce
expedences that confirm the
colTectness of our ideas. and cadres
will become conscious of this. But
prolo-Stalinism or posl-Stalinism in
a country like Austmlia rcprcsents
a dead pasl without a future. Tl is
up to the members and leaders of
the Australian SWP to reflect on this
histodcal dilemma and to change
course beforc it is too late and pro-
grammatic revisionism leads to pure
and simple liquidation. tr
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21- on thb see th. article frcn 'Direct
Action supporting hot ohly the demand
fot Croat separutb but ako impticitlr
Bupporting the e3tablbhment of a 'Great
Crodtia, of uhich 109. of the inhabt
tants uould be non Croats.
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out free to subscribers.--' 
iinou *"nt,o keep up with events around the world, take out your

subscription now. You iould also help us expand and improve our

"or..us. 
bv contributing to our Expansion Fund''-- 

SuEic.iptlon ,ut., aie f 9.50 or 16 US dollars for six months and

f fg oi iL'US dollars for one year (surface mail) For more details

and exchange rates see inside, page 2. Please make donatlons sepa'

rately and mark ExPansion Fund'.
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ERRATA

page ,1

Last paragraph, 1st column should read -
'''and the defeat of Chile in lg?3. at lhe cost o[ 25,000 dead. Furthermore these t,,vo countrieaIndonesia and Chile, had among rhe sttongest ...

3rd paraglaph. 2nd column should begin -
The last revolutionary exploston we have expenenced in capitalist Europe was the portuguese
revolution of 1974-i5. Was rr deleared...

page l0

12th line, 1st column should read -''' the third worldists put themselves in the same position as the trade-union bureaucnts and theStalinist and ...


